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ABSTRACT 
 
Aya Nova Annisa. 2018. Localization Quality For Video Game Subtitle 
Entitled “Sastratsuki”. Thesis, English Letter, Adab and Language Faculty. IAIN 
Surakarta 
Advisor  : SF. Lukfianka Sanjaya Purnama, S.S., M.Hum       
Keyword: Localization, Subtitle Strategies, Diegetic Strategies, Video Game.  
The research conducted to analyze the diegetic strategies used in video game 
subtitling and also to find out the localization quality in the video game entitled 
Sastratsuki by I After Smile. The objectives of the research are to analyze the 
diegetic strategy used in subtitle text and to describe clearly about the localization 
quality in the localized video game.  
This research is descriptive qualitative which the data of the research are  
subtitle text and score of localization quality assessment by raters. The limitation 
of the research are diegetic strategies on subtitling and localization quality. While, 
the source data of this research are “Sastratsuki” video game by I After Smile. The 
research uses data and methods triangualiation for data validation. Method 
tringualation here means that the researcher not only gathered the scores by the rater 
but also do an interview to the raters related with the reason behind their scoring. 
In analyzing the data, the writer uses theory by Spradley which divided into domain 
analysis, taxonomy analysis, componentional analysis and cultural theme analysis. 
In the case of the research, the researcher uses a theory by Purnomo (2018) to 
analyze diegetic strategy and assess the localization quality.  
The result of this study showed that total data are 224 data of subtitle text 
which 160 data classified using diegetic strategies. The researcher found 60 data 
(26%) of condensation,  27 data (12%)  of omission, 24 data (10,7%) of retention, 
20 data (8,9%) of mediation, 17 data (7,5%) of simbolism, 8 data (3,5%) of 
abreviation, and 4 data (1,7%) of violation. Interestingly, the researcher also found 
4 data (1,7%) which indicate as unidentified what technique or strategy name for 
that data. In addition, researcher found that the most dominant diegetic strategy in 
the data is condensation because it appropriate to deal with the limit space and 
character challenge in subtitling video game and to maintain the simplicity in the 
subtitle. While, from the assesment table of localization quality found that rater 1 
got the localization score of all data is 2,7; rater 2 got the localization score of all 
data 2,8; and rater 3 got the localization score of all data is 2,7. The total score of 
localization quality for Sastratsuki is 2,7. The number of total score shows that the 
quality of Sastratsuki localization is good because the localization of Sastratsuki 
maintain the mechanic – narrative well from original version into localized version 
even the localization is partial. The simplicity of use condensation strategy makes 
the localized game feels natural and easy to understand by the player.  
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CHAPTER I                                             
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of The Study  
Nowadays, especially in globalization era video game become a 
popular audiovisual entertainment. According to MB. Merino (2006: 22-36)  
video gaming is now a global phenomenon capable of producing as much 
revenue and anticipation as the film industry. Today video games have 
grown to be the “world’s largest cult phenomenon” (Grossman, 2004) and 
established themselves as part of the global pop culture (M. O’Hagan, 
2005). The phenomenon stands out by video game are enjoying by people 
all over the world because of the most video game travel to the region 
around the world. It imply that national language is important in a video 
game because the consumer of a video game not only the local market, 
moreover almost all countries in the world are distributed a video game. 
Video game is one of audio visual media entertainment used for many 
people as a result of technology developing. According to Frasca (2001) in 
Mangiron (2007), video games are computer-based entertainment software, 
either textual or image-based, using an electronic platform, such as personal 
computers or consoles and involving one or multiple players in a physical 
or networked environment. Similarly, J. Petru (2012) stated that video 
games are indeed software, in the sense that they do require a computer or 
a console or a smart-phone to run, this is where the similarity ends. Their 
definition refers to the to PC and console game and the games for mobile 
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phone. While, Merino (2006, 22-36) stated video games are an interactive 
multimedia form of entertainment, powered by computer electronics, 
controlled by a keyboard or a mouse (or other peripherals like game 
controllers or steering wheels), and displayed on some kind of screen. It 
involves interaction with a user interface (one or multiple players) to 
generate visual feedback on a video device. As grow up the technology 
whereas a hardware device like computer and smartphone is travel around 
the world, it also make the video game be a worldwide phenomenon. The 
fact that the some video game needed multiple player interactions makes the 
player in the different country or language can meet in one area for the same 
goal of winning a game. At the moment, the problem of the different 
language occured. The localization is one of the solution for the problem.  
Localization is the process of modifying products or services to 
account for differences in distinct markets (Fry 2003, 13). Similarly with the 
definition that localization involves taking a product and making it 
linguistically and culturally appropriate to the target locale (country, region, 
and language) where it will be used and sold (Esselink, 2000; 2003; LISA, 
2003). Thus, consideration in localization process is linguistic, technical, 
and cultural dimensions. Localization often applied on the product are sold 
around the world or more than one country which the language is different 
such as video game, website, and software program. In the case of video 
game, Francesca Di Marco states that localization includes the "game text, 
visuals, and sound, while The Game Localization Handbook states that 
localization is the process of translating the game into other languages. 
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Simply, Chandler (2005:12) describes game localization as the process of 
translating the game into other languages. In game localization, the feeling 
of the original "gameplay experiences" needs to be preserved in the 
localized version so that all players share the same enjoyment regardless of 
their language of choice (O’Hagan and Mangiron, 2004). 
A video game is made up of a series of components of varying nature, 
also called assets (Chandler 2005:51). There are several assets that must be 
translated in the video game and different assets have a different way to 
translate. There were four types of assets namely in-game text, art assets, 
audio and cinematic assets and printed materials (Mangiron and O’Hagan, 
2013). In- game text is a written form such as dialogue, tutorials, menu etc. 
Art assets are the graphics and image. Audio and cinematic assets are all 
those elements with audio and voiceover that need to be translated, such as 
songs and the script (Mangiron and O’Hagan, 2013). It is not simply about 
audio, but cinematic here is mean a video play in video games. Printed 
material is printed text usually found in the packaging of video game DVD. 
In the case of this research, the researcher only analyzes the subtitle text of 
in-game text assets.  All of the assets in the video game have to be localized 
and integrated harmoniously with the mages and the sound files within the 
code by means of specialized software tools to make an engaging game that 
feels like an original and meet the player’s expectation (Mangiron and 
O’Hagan, 2006 14:4). In another word, the localization needs to make the 
video game accessible for a foreign player. A foreign player is the target of 
the localized game. 
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Quality assessment is needed to assess a quality of a product. In the 
case of localization, Dunne (2006) stated that the quality of localization 
product is objectively measurable by a performing test, assessing tolerant, 
failure rates and purity of raw materials and by gauging the repeatability of 
processes and the reliability of products. There are two earliest models of 
Quality Assurance were introduced, they are SAE J2450 and Localization 
Industry Standart Association (LISA). The SAE J2450 stated that their 
standard is applicable to a translation of automotive information into the 
target language (SAE: 2005). Doherty & Gaspari (2013) stated that LISA 
QA Model can refer both to the software product and to the abstract model, 
which is also implemented in other localization tools, the assessment using 
software application.  
In video game there is a term diegetic which related with the world’s 
game. The world’s game is the world is experiencing by the character in the 
game that also enjoyed by the player. The term diegetic, originally from the 
term “diegesis” means narrative. The term is appear first in Plato’s Republic 
and Aristotle’s Poetic. The english term diegesis and diegetic are translation 
of the French word diegese and diegetique which referring to spatial story 
world primarily of fictional text/film. Thus, diegesis is interpreted as the 
narrated world. In modern era, Susan Hayvard in Taylor (2007) stated that 
diegesis refers to narration, the content of the narrative, the fictional world 
as describe inside the story. Christian Metz (1974) define the term 
“diegetic” as the reality of the fictional world. Diegesis refers to the world 
in which the story is set, and hence it focuses on games as stories 
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(http://devmag.org.za/2011/02/02/video-game-user-interface-design-
diegesis-theory/). In addition, diegetic is interface that is included in the 
game world that both a player and a character in the game is experiencing, 
it can be seen and heard by the game characters. The example are the pills, 
walls and ghosts are all diegetic component of Pac-Man’s world and the 
train in Subway Surf. Constratly, the scores and details around the game are 
non-diegetic because they are the thing that only player is experiencing.  
The object of the research is subtitle text of Sastratsuki video game. 
Generally,  subtitle is written text dialogue on the screen which rendered by 
spoken SL dialogue, but in the some case the source language can be a 
written text also. The source language is spoken and the target language is 
written, it can found in television program, movies, video product and video 
games. However some video games not using a verbal dialogue, thus the 
source language may be writtent text. Szarkowska (2005) stated that 
subtitling is supplying a translation of the spoken source english dialogue 
into the target language in the form of the synchronized caption, usually at 
the bottom of the screen. Subtitling help audience to understand the meaning 
and avoid an ambiguous thinking. In the case of the research,  Bartoll (in 
Mangiron, 2013) highlights the fact that game subtitles, unlike subtitles for 
other media, may appear in text speech bubbles, as in comics and the fact 
that they tend to be interlingual and rarely intralingual. Video game player 
needs subtitle to perform some of the tasks they need to perform in order 
the play game. Cintas & Ramael in Mangiron (2013) mentioned subtitle as 
a written text, generally on the lower part of the screen that discursive 
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elements that appear in the image (letters, inserts, graffiti, inscriptions, 
placards and the like), and the information that is contained on the 
soundtrack (songs, voice off). Meanwhile, there are some of video game 
subtitle which not follow by spoken SL dialogues but the sound effect of the 
video game. Moreover, Mangiron (2013) stated that game subtitles are 
usually optional; that is, they are not enabled by default and the player must 
choose to switch them on at the settings menu. In other words, a video game 
contains some of the subtitles with a different language, the player choose 
the language which appropriates with their culture or their native. 
In the case of the research, the researcher interest to analyze the 
diagetic strategies of subtitle text and assess localization quality of 
Sastratuski. The diegetic strategies based on Purnomos (2017) divided into 
7, they are abreviation, condensation, omission, simbiolism, retention, 
mediation and violation. To analyze the diagetic strategies and assess the 
localization quality, the researcher uses unpublished theory by Purnomo 
(2017) entitled Assessment Model Of Video Game Localization Quality 
Based On Ludification. According to Purnomo (2017). The parameter used 
to asses localization quality in this model are narrative-mechanical 
structure, diagetic symbiosis, and localization level. Narrative-mechanical 
structure is about message delivering with influence ideology. The ideology 
divided into anamorphosis (implicit) and metamorphosis (explicit). Diagetic 
Symbiosis is about the relationship between text, visual and their realization 
in play the game. This symbiosis divided into Mnemonik and Hegemonic. 
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The localization is divided into full localization, partial localization, and nir 
localization.  
   
In the picture above show that the type of localization of the 
Sastratsuki video game is partial where is it localized only by the dialogue. 
In the dialogue of the picture above, the researcher found that the localizer 
using a diagetic spatial strategy to maintain the number characters in SL into 
TL. Before analyze the diagetic strategy that using in the data, the researcher 
have to count the number of character in each TL and SL. The phrase “one 
thing you have to know is that” is translated shorter as “peringatan” in TL 
which has less chracterers. The localizer only translated the that meaning of 
phrase on the right point.  
Sastratsuki is a video game created by I After Smile. Sastratsuki is 
combination between a casual game and arcade game. It claimed as casual 
game because has a simple rules and low level difficulty in the term of 
gameplay mechanic. While Sastrasuki also claimed as an arcade game 
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because the simplicity in presentation, gameplay mechanic and requiring 
hand – eye coordination skill to play. In the case of gameplay, one ninja has 
one challenge related with jumping. The characters in Sastratsuki are the 
ninjas which the characters is reflection of lecturers in English Letter. 
Sastrstuski video game released in 2017. The subtitle text was localized 
before as a project in translation class. The project was led by Ilham Arifin. 
Indeed, the video game subtitle is subtitled by Ilham Arifin. Ilham chosen 
as a subtitler because he is an addicted and professional player of the video 
game. In the case of the research.  
B. Limitation of The Problem  
In this study, the researcher wants to make the research clear and 
focus. It is necessary for the researcher to limit the problem, especially on 
the explanation. In order that the problem would not be too large, the 
researcher limits the study on the  diagetic strategies of the subtitle text and 
quality of video game localization.  To analyze the diagetic strategies and 
assess the localization quality of localized video game, the researcher used 
both of theories from Assessment Model Of Video Game Localization 
Quality Based On Ludification by Purnomo (2017). The subtitle used for 
analyzing diegetic strategy is Sastratsuki’s subtitle. The original and 
localized Sastratsuki video game made by I After Smile which helped by 
Ilham as localized subtitle.  The subtitle is written by Ilham Arifin. He is an 
English Letter student who chooses to subtitle the video game because he is 
addicted and professional player of video games. Previously, he was a leader 
in the class project of subtitling "Sastrasuki” video game.. For that reason 
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related his experience toward the video game, he was choose as subtitler for 
Sastratsuki.  
C. Problem Formulation 
Problem formulation is very important to guide the researcher in 
analyzing the data. In the current research, the following problems are 
proposed : 
1. What are the diagetic strategies used of the subtitle of Sastratsuki? 
2. How is the localization quality of the subtitle of Sastratsuki? 
D. Objectives of The Study 
The goals of thef study are :  
1. To know and describe the diagetic strategies of subtitle text of 
“Sastratsuki”.  
2. To know and describe the localization quality of  subtitle of 
“Sastratsuki”.  
E. Benefits of The Study 
Until now, there are countless numbers of research regarding 
subtitling. However, most of them usually involving movies subtitling. In 
this research, the researcher found out that there were only very few studies 
involving subtitling in video games. The author also found out that there 
was no previous attempt at researching video game subtitling in practice, 
only general attempt to review subtitling in video games (see Mangiron, 
2013). So the author decided to attempt a research on video game subtitling 
in practice.  
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1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. Giving additional knowledge in the field of game localization 
for students of English Letters Department.  
b. Adding references to the student or scholar about the 
relationship between video game and localization in video 
game. 
2. Practical Benefit 
After finishing this research, hopefully, the readers will be able 
to : 
a. The reader will be understood that subtitle is not only for 
the movie but video game also. 
b. The reader will understand the differences between 
localization and translation. 
F. Key Terms 
1. Localization 
Localization is the process of modifying products or services 
to account for differences in distinct markets. The localization 
process can be considered in terms of linguistic, technical, and 
cultural dimensions. (Fry, 2003) 
2. Subtitle  
Gottlieb in (Gaemi and Benyamin, 2010:41) states that 
subtitling as the rendering of the verbal message in film media in a 
different language, in the shape of one or more lines of written text, 
which are presented on the screen of the movie. 
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3. Video Game Subtitle 
Game subtitles, unlike subtitles for other media, may appear in 
text speech bubbles, as in comics, and the fact that they tend to be 
interlingual and rarely intralingual (Bartoll, 2004). Dı ´az-Cintas and 
Remael (2007, p. 8) define subtitling as: translation practice that 
consists of presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of 
the screen, that endeavours to recount the original dialogue of the 
speakers, as well as the discursive elements that appear in the image 
(letters, inserts, graffiti, inscriptions, placards, and the like), and the 
information that is contained on the soundtrack (songs, voices off). 
4. Quality of Localization  
In the context of LQA, the quality is objectively measurable by 
performing tests, assessing tolerant, failure rates, and purity of raw 
materials and by gauging the repeatability, of processes and 
reliability of products (Dunne, 2006). 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Theoritical Description.  
This chapter reviews the literatures which are related to the research. 
Theories of translation, subtitling and slang are elaborated in this chapter. 
Those theories are useful for the researcher as the background knowledge 
to identify the problems occurring in the translation and also ways to solve 
them. 
1. Localization  
Localization is the adaption and modified the media product  into 
the form which design to the target market. Localization is the process 
of modifying products or services to account for differences in distinct 
markets (Fry 2003, 13).  Commonly, the localization product is 
software and non-software also. While, localization involves taking a 
product and making it linguistically and culturally appropriate to the 
target locale (country, region and language) where it will be used and 
sold (Esselink, 2000; 2003; LISA, 2003). Similarly, Merino (2006) 
stated that the term ‘localisation’ used in commercial translation as the 
process of making a product linguistically and culturally, but also 
technically and legally, appropriate to the target country and language. 
However, according to LISA (Fry 2003), the localization process can 
be considered in terms of linguistic, technical, and cultural dimensions.  
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Esselink (2000:1) in O’Hagan and Mangiron (2013) explains that 
the term “localization” is derived from the word “locale”, which 
signifies a small area or vicinity. It represents a spesific combination of 
region, language and character encoding. Moreover, Mangiron (2006, 
14:4) stated that localization is a dynamically evolving sector, 
responding to the demand arising from new types of electronic content 
to be made global-ready. It means that often localization is create a 
target market version of content in electronic. Indeed, Mangiron and 
O’Hagan (2013) about the localization process are closely tied with the 
electronic platfroms.  
Localization practice evolved with the 
emergence of electronic products and content, 
chiefly in the form of sofware and later 
incorporating wider spheres such as websites 
where the local language and other region specifc 
conventions such as date and number formats, 
currency signs and also UI related nonverbal 
elements needed to be adjusted.  
 
Localization often applied on electronic product (software) are 
sold around the world such as video game, website, and application. 
The localizer able to associate other information related to the target 
local such as, unit of currency, date and number formats, nummber digit 
for telephone, postal codes spesific to the region, and also proper name 
and slang related to the region. 
2. Video Game  
a. Notion of Video Game  
Chandler in Mangiron and O’Hagan (2013) defines the term 
“game” in referring to all types of games in electronic form 
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subject to localization although at the beginning she makes a 
distinction as in “the computer and video game industry. 
Moreover, The EOD defines video games as a game played by 
electronically manipulating images displayed on a television 
screen. While Bernal Merino (6:2006) states that video games are 
an interactive multimedia form of entertainment, powered by 
computer electronics, controlled by a keyboard or a mouse (or 
other peripherals like game controllers or steering wheels), and 
displayed on some kind of screen. The devices used for it have to 
available as a way to display the visual quality in order to transfer 
the amusement to the viewers (Purnomo, 2005:1).  
Translation Studies Perspective in Mangiron (2006, 14:4)  
defined video games a video game could be defined as an 
interactive multimedia text that combines words, images and 
sound, and whose main objective is to entertain. Frasca (2001, 4) 
defines the video game as any form of computer based 
entertainment sofware, either textual or image-based, using any 
electronic platform such as personal computers or consoles and 
involving one or multiple players in a physical or networked 
environment. While Mangiron (2013) defined video games :  
as entertainment software applications 
containing text, images and sound that can be 
played in an electronic platform, such as a PC, 
a console or a mobile phone. They are, 
therefore, interactive multimedia and 
multimodal products with a strong audiovisual 
component, based on complex systems of rules, 
and designed with the primary function of 
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entertaining, albeit not exclusively limited to 
that function.  
 
“Game platforms” refer to devices which are used to play games: 
dedicated game consoles, PCs, or portable game devices which 
may be called “handhelds”. The mode of play can be single-
player or multi-player, where the players may be in the same 
physical space or linked through electronic networks.  
b. Game Genres  
According to Mangiron O’ Hagan (Vol. 106: 2013) states 
game genre is one of the key classifcations widely used in 
academia, popular game magazines and websites to differentiate 
between the huge variety of games.  Newman (2004); McCarthy 
et al. (2005, 53–55); Kerr (2006a, 38–41); Egenfeldt-Nielsen et 
al. (2008) in Mangiron O’ Hagan : Game localization: translating 
for the global digital entertainment industry. 2013. They are:  
1. Action: Any game whose main purpose is the player’s action, 
involving his/her quick reflexes and co-ordination skills. The 
genre includes “Beat ‘em up” games. The latest sub-genre is 
rhythm actio n which may be treated as a separate genre. 
Example: Doom (1993), Monster Hunter Tri (2009), Quake 
(1996).  
2. Adventure: The player’s perspective is usually fixed just 
behind her/him. Includes detailed back stories. Example: 
Tomb Raider (1996), Resident Evil 5 (2009). 
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3. Racing: The player is engaged in driving a vehicle. Example: 
Gran Turismo (1998), Mario Kart Wii (2008). 
4. Shooter: The player sees the action in a frst-person 
(FPS=First Person Shooter) or third-person perspective with 
the goal of firing the arsenal. Example: Half-Life (1998), 
Halo (2002), Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare (2007). 
5. Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG): A game is 
played online with a large number of players. Example: 
EverQuest (1999), Lineage II: The Chaotic Chronicle (2004), 
World of Warcraf (2004–).  
6. Platform: The player needs to overcome various obstacles, 
while accumulating power (power-up). Example: Donkey 
Kong (1981), Super Mario Bros. series (1985–), Prince of 
Persia: The Sands of Time (2003) 
7. Puzzle: The player’s mission is to solve a puzzle, using logic. 
Example: Tetris (1985) 
8. Role Playing Game (RPG): The player takes on the role of a 
character and embarks on a lengthy quest. Includes detailed 
back stories. Example: Final Fantasy series (1987–), Baldur’s 
Gate (1998), Dragon Quest IX (2009). 
9. Simulation (sometimes called “God Games”): The player 
plays God and manages real-world simulated situations. 
Example: Microsof Flight Simulator series (1982–), The 
Sims (2000) 
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10. Strategy: Games that place the player in a strategic conflict 
to be resolved. Example: Civilization (1991), Command and 
Conquer (1996), Age of Empires (1997). 
11. Sports: Games that emulate sports such as tennis, football, 
golf. Example: FIFA series (1993–), Pro Evolution Soccer 
series (2001–), Wii Sports (2006).  
12. Serious Games: Games designed for specifc purposes other 
than pure entertainment. Example: America’s Army (2002), 
September 12th (2003), Food Force (2005).  
13. Social Games: Games that are linked to social networking 
sites such as Facebook. Example: Pet Society (2008), 
FarmVille (2009).  
3. Game Localization  
Localization is the process adapting a product, game or content to 
a specific locale or market. Localization is a part of GILT 
(Globalization, Internationalization, Localisation and Translation). In 
this GILT process the criteria have to deal with electronic content such 
as computer software or video game. The term GILT has been 
introduced reflecting the complexity involved in making a product or a 
content global-ready (O’Hagan, 2005). Simply, Chandler (2005:12) 
describes ‘game localization’ as “the process of translating the game 
into other languages”. 
Game localization models can be classified to two main criteria. 
According to O’Hagan and Mnagiron (2013) they are “out-
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sourcing“”model and “in-house” model, as well as the trends in 
releasing the original and the localized versions of games 
simultaneously (sim-ship) or releasing the localized versions once the 
original game has been published (post-gold localization). The first 
criterion is about who performs in the localization. In-house model, it 
is done under the supervision of the game developer or the game 
publisher in their premises whereas in the outsourcing model an 
external specialized localization vendor or a translator performs the 
localization. The second criterion is about the releasing time of the 
game localized version. Sim-Ship model is that the original game and 
the localized versions can be released on the same date 
(Mangiron,2013). The advantage of this model is the foreign player do 
not need to wait a long timr to play the game, but the disadvantage is 
usually the of game localization is different than the original game 
because the process usually takes place in parallel to the game 
development process, so. In contrast, post-gold localization model is 
the original game localizing after the original is released completely. It 
is mean there is a a lag of few months or even a year between the 
original and the localized version (Mangiron, 2013) and the localized 
version released take a long time after the original released.  
According to Mangiron and O’hagan (2006) game localization is 
combining language and translation and software engineering, where 
translated text strings need to be appropriately placed within software. 
In game localisation, the feeling of the original “gameplay experiences” 
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needs to be preserved in the localised version so that all players share 
the same enjoyment regardless of their language of choice (O’Hagan 
and Mangiron, 2004).  
According to Chandler and Deming (2005) stated a video game 
is made up of different assets that need to be localized, namely in-game 
text, art assets, audio and cinematic assets, and printed materials. The 
assets must be translated in video game and different assets have a 
different way to translate. In- game text is a written form such as 
dialogue, tutorials, menu etc. In this assets, it is same as free translation 
but a translator deal with the limitation characters in translating. Art 
assests are the graphics and image. In this assets the translator have to 
be capable in using a graphic editing application to translating those . 
Audio and cinematic assets are all those elements with audio and 
voiceover that need to be translated, such as songs and the script 
(Mangiron and O’Hagan, 2013). It is not simply about audio, but 
cinematic here is mean a video play in video games. To translate both 
of audio and video, the translator use a dubbing for voice over and 
subtitling for video playing. Printed materials is all printed text usually 
found in packaging of video game DVD. Despite the fact that the 
translation of all these elements brings into play several translation 
skills, the different assets must be localised and integrated 
harmoniously, so that they form an engaging game that feels like an 
original and meets the players’ expectations (Hevia and Mangiron, 
2007) 
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4. Video Game Subtitling 
a. Notions of Subtitling 
Subtitling is a transfering the meaning from SL in spoken 
text into TL in written text. It is a type of audiovisual translation 
that has its own specifications, rules and criteria. Based According 
to Gottlieb (1992:  166) there are two major types of film 
translation: dubbing and subtitling.  Dubbing is known to be the 
method that modifies the source text to a large extent and thus 
makes it familiar to the target audience through domestication. 
Subtitling can be defined as “a written, additive, immediate, 
synchronous and polymedial translation”. The source text in 
subtitle not only the spoken thing, moreover in audiovisual it can 
be the soundtrack or the written things which appear in screen.  
 
 
      
 
Based on Chuang (2006) about multimodal approach of 
subtitle, the source text and the target are spoken, music, sound 
effect, and written. It is mean the translator in subtitling can choose 
other form to distribute the meaning. For instance, the translator 
can distribute meanings of the spoken modes (such as dialogues) 
to the visual modes (the moving images), or the audio modes 
the  
Source text Target text 
 
Spoken  
Music  
Sound 
Effect 
Written  
Spoken 
Music 
Sound Effect 
Written 
 
Spoken  
Music  
Sound Effect 
Written  
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(music or sound effects). The translator does not have to render 
everything in the dialogue into subtitle, but they can choose to 
ignore those meaning because it represented in other semiotic 
modes. 
Gottlieb in (Gaemi and Benyamin, 2010:41) states that 
subtitling as the rendering of the verbal message in filmic media in 
a different language, in the shape of one or more lines of written 
text, which are presented on the screen of movie. Gambier (1994) 
defines subtitling as transferring the meaning from one language to 
another language both in written or spoken text language (p.22) 
Matsumoto (2003) states that subtitling is very different   
form   the translation of written text. Adding to the complexity of 
usual translation, translation for subtitles for movies and television 
programs involves very unique and interesting procedure which 
does not exist in the works of translation. While Cintas & Remael 
in (Mangiron, C., 2013) defines subtitling as a translation practice 
that consists of presenting a written text, generally on the lower 
part of the screen, that discursive elements that  appear in the  image 
(letters, inserts,  graffiti, inscriptions, placards, and the like), and 
the  information that  is  contained on  the  soundtrack (songs, 
voices off). 
Despite the fact that subtitling for what could be considered 
more established media, such as TV, cinema, and DVD, is a 
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thriving area of research in translation studies, subtitling for newer 
electronic media, such as video games, multimedia products, and 
software applications, remains largely unexplored to date 
(Mangiron, C., 2013) 
D´ıaz-Cintas and Remael briefly refer to this topic when they 
state that ‘computer games and interactive software programmes 
are taking subtitling to the borders between AVT and localization 
since these games travel not only subtitled, but also adapted to the 
cultural sensibilities of the target gamer’ (D´ıaz-Cintas & Remael, 
2007, p. 13). While Bartoll (53-60; 2004) includes a brief section 
about subtitling in games. He highlights the fact that game 
subtitles, unlike subtitles for other media, may appear in text 
speech bubbles, as in comics, and the fact that they tend to be 
interlingual and rarely intralingual.  
Bartoll in Mangiron (2013) lists the following features of 
game subtitles: they can combine monochrome and polychrome 
fonts; they use different types of fonts; they can be static or 
dynamic; and they can be presented in different parts of the screen 
(bottom, top, sides, and inside speech bubbles). Indeed, as 
highlighted by Bartoll, subtitles in games present a wider variety in 
terms of layout compared to other types of subtitles, due to the 
more ludic and playful nature of the video game medium 
(Mangiron, 2013). According to Mangiron (2013) regarding the 
subtitles layout, the following parameters will be briefly analysed 
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are subtitle length and duration; font type, size, and colour; 
character identification; and displaying sound effects and 
conveying emotions. From a linguistic perspective, the issues of 
reduction and segmentation will also be briefly considered. 
b. Subtitling Process 
Luyken (1991:49) states that subtitling carries a technical 
part which is the spotting of subtitles. The technical part mean are 
calculate the moment in  which  the subtitles  appear and disappear  
on the screen, synchronization the subtitle occurs with the audio, 
the duration of subtitle, and adjusting the subtitle with the shot and 
scene changes . It is mean the changes of camera shot viewer tends 
to return to lowering their view and re- reading the subtitle. Thus 
one must respect, where possible, the shot and scene changes. 
Therefore, in the process of subtitling, there are the  
following  phases according to Luyken (1991: 49): 
1.  Spotting, localisation   of   the    entrance   and   exit   times   
of   the   subtitles synchronised   with   the   audio, calculating 
the   minimum   and   maximum duration times and respecting 
the shot and scene changes, 
2. Translation / adaptation, translation from the original, adapting 
it and adjusting it to characters permitted according to the 
duration of the subtitle, and 
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3. Simulation, representation of the translated subtitles with the  
image  and the audio to check  that they respect all of the  
criteria and that they can  be read in a natural way. 
c. Level of Video Game Subtitling 
Mangiron (2013) divided game subtitling into three levels 
regarding the amount of text present in subtitling, there were:  
(1) Cutscenes  
(2) Cutscenes and in-game audio dialogue  
(3) Full subtitling: cutscenes, in-game audio dialogue, audio 
tutorials, and sound effects when available.  
However, none of the part mentioned guideline of subtitling 
video games. In his article titled “Subtitling in Game Localisations 
: a Descriptive Study” Mangiron (2013:21(1))  states unfortunately, 
the recommended guidelines for subtitling audiovisual products are 
often not applied to game subtitling and an ad hoc approach seems 
to be prevalent. The main reasons for this can be attributed to 
several factors, such as: the young nature of the video game and the 
game localization industries, which, in general, lack 
standardization; the lack of  awareness of the need for subtitles by 
game developers; the time pressures generally associated with the 
development phase of a new game, which means that some features 
must be prioritised over others, and accessibility may not feature 
top of the list; and the lack of training in AVT of some game 
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translators, particularly in the case of interlingual subtitles 
(Mangiron, C., 2013).  
d. Type of Game Subtitle  
According to Mangiron (2013), there are two types of 
subtitling in video game. They are : Interlingual and Intralingual.  
- Interlingual Subtitling  
Transfer or translate between two different language. 
According to Gottlieb (1997), literally is the subtitling 
between two languages. It is a ― transfer from a source 
language (SL) to a TL ...., designating the relationship 
between different source and target languages (Díaz Cintas, 
2006, p.199). In addition, Mangiron (2013) stated that 
related with interlingual subtitles, translators usually work 
with a text file or a spreadsheet containing the script, which 
they often have to translate without having access to the 
original game 
- Intralingual Subtitling  
According to Gottlieb‘s (1997) classification, 
intralingual subtitling is the subtitling within the same 
language. It concerns the relationship between the same source 
and target languages. 
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e. Guideline of Video Game Subtitling 
Based on Ofcom’s guidelines, Griffiths (2009, pp. 24) in 
Mangiron (2013) proposes a set of 16 guidelines for subtitles in 
games, which can be summarised as follows:  
1. Use a simple, easy to read font, such as Times New 
Roman, Helvetica, Arial, or Calibri. 
2. Use a large font that is easy to read.  
3. Use a consistent font size and always in mixed case, as 
this is easier to read than all capitals. 
4. Subtitles must be visible in various output devices, such 
as standard and high definition TV sets. 
5. Keep the line length under control and avoid sentences 
that are too long. 
6. Leave good space between words and lines. 
7. Give the option to switch the subtitles on and off. 
8. Use a separate button to skip subtitles and to perform 
actions, so that there is not an overlap, as in the case of 
the game Mass Effect, where the button used to skip the 
subtitles was the same one as the button to activate a 
conversation button. As a result, both the subtitles and 
the conversation appeared on screen at the same time, 
potentially causing confusion for players. 
9. Give the player the ability to control the speed with 
which subtitles appear on screen, giving them the option 
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of moving on to the next subtitle when they have finished 
reading. 
10. Select the right colour. The colour for subtitles should be 
different to the rest of the system fonts, ideally white, 
yellow, cyan, or green against a solid black colour to 
provide a good contrast. It is also advisable to place the 
subtitles on a background to ensure they stand out and do 
not clash with the image. If there is more than one 
character on screen, different colours should be used for 
each of them. 
11. Stagger subtitles in a conversation and add a label with 
the character’s name to facilitate character identification.  
12. Include information about sound effects and relevant 
non-speech information. 
13. Always be within the caption safe area, so that the bottom 
part of subtitles is not cut off on smaller TVs. 
14. Subtitles should match the spoken dialogue word for 
word. 
15. Avoid using unusual speech, like slang, in case it will 
not be understood by players from other territories. 
16. Ensure the quality of the subtitles, so that there are no 
spelling or grammar mistakes 
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These guideline refers to intralingual subtitling in 
English, but Mangiron (2013) stated that they can also be applied 
in to interlingual subtitling, except for guideline number 14. 
5. Localization Quality Assessment  
Beich (1994: 25 in Gabr, 2001) holds that quality is the 
measure of satisfaction that occurs between a customer and supplier 
that only they can define. While, in Hussein (2007) Bonthrone & 
Partnerschaft (1996:3-4)  stated that quality refer to an integration of 
the features and characteristics which determine the extent to which 
output satisfies the customer’s needs. Dunne (2006) stated that the 
quality of localization product is objectively meausrable by 
performing test, assessing tolerant, failure rates and purity of raw 
materials and by gauging the repeatability of processes and the 
reliability of products.  
According to Purnomo (2017) entitled Assessment Model Of 
Video Game Localization Quality Based On Ludification stated that 
ludification form by narrative – mechanic structure and diagetic 
symbiosis. Both of the element is localize object in video game. The 
parameter used in ludification are narrative-mechanical structure, 
diagetic symbiosis, and localization level.  
a. Narrative-mechanical strusture  
It is about message delivering structure with influence 
ideology in the video game. The message such as story, 
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instruction, or clue. The ideology divided into anamorfosis 
(implicit) and metamorfosis (explicit). 
Mechanical – 
Narrative 
Structure 
Mechanical 
Structure 
Narrative 
Structure 
Univocal Metamorfosis Metamorfosis 
Cryptic Metamorfosis Anamorfosis 
Enigmatic Anamorfosis Metamorfosis 
Equivocal Anamorfosis Anamorfosis 
 
b. Diagetic Symbiosis 
It is about the relationship between text, visual and their 
realization in play the game. This symbiosis divided into 
Mnemonik and Hegemonik. 
Diagetic 
Symbiosis 
Explain 
Mnemonik Text and its visualization are 
related/synchrounous in order to 
make the player easier to understand.  
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Hegemonik  
(tekstual ) 
Text is preference in order to make 
player easier to understand.  
Hegemonik  
(visual) 
Visual is preference in order to make 
player easier to understand. 
 
c. Localization Level  
The localization is divided into full localization, partial 
localization and nir localization. Full localization is game 
localized full in textual, voice and visual. Partial localization is a 
game localized only on textual. Nir localization is game 
adaptation same as the original game.  
Scoring of the localization quality assessment based on 
ludification :  
Ludification 
Element 
Shift Score Classification 
Mechanical 
– Narrative 
Structure 
 
Uni – Uni 3 Good 
Uni – Cry 2 Enough 
Uni – Eni 2 Enough 
Uni – Equ 1 Bad 
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Cry – Uni 2 Enough 
Cry – Cry 3 Good 
Cry – Eni 2 Enough 
Cry – Equ 2 Enough 
Eni – Uni 2 Enough 
Eni – Cry 2 Enough 
Eni – Eni 3 Good 
Eni – Equ 2 Enough 
Equ – Uni 1 Bad 
Equ – Cry 2 Enough 
Equ – Eni 2 Enough 
Equ – Equ 3 Good 
Diagetic 
Symbiosis 
Mne – Mne 3 Good 
Mne – Heg 1 Bad 
Heg – Heg 3 Good 
Heg - Mne 1 Bad 
Full Loc 3 Good 
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Localization 
Level 
Partial Loc 2 Enough 
Nir Loc 1 Bad 
 
6. Diegetic Strategy 
The term diegetic, originally from the term “diegesis”. The term 
is appear first in Plato’s Republic and Aristotle’s Poetic. Diegesis is  
complete with mimesis. They are help to categorize different ways of 
presenting a story (Halliwell, 2013). The term diegesis means 
narrative or narrations and mimesis means imitation or representation 
by Plato’s Republic (3.392c – 398b). Diegesis is derived from a Greek 
verb “diegeisthai” which means literally “ to lead/guide through”, 
“expound”, “explain” and “narrate”. For a variety reason, the term 
diegetic appeared while some modern theorist have converted diegesis 
into a narrotological category denoting the imagined story universe as 
opposed to the discursive or textual constituents of a narration 
(Halliwell,2013). At this era Gerard Ganette stated that Etienne and 
Anne Souriau is who first used the term in 1948, it means the term are 
not derived from the Greek term diegesis (Taylor, 2007). Gorbman 
following Ganette defines diegesis in the film studies as the narratively 
implied spatiotemporal world of the actions and characters (Cecchi, 
2010). Similarly with Susan Hayvard in Taylor (2007) stated that 
diegesis refers to narration, the content of the narrative, the fictional 
world as describe inside the story. The english term diegesis and 
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diegetic are translation of the French word diegese and diegetique 
which referring to spatial story world primarily of fictional text/film. 
Thus, diegesis is interpreted as the narrated world. 
Before the term used in video game, the term diegesis familiar in 
literary, film and music studies. Therefore, the definition of diegetic 
in video game is adapted from diegetic theory used in literature, film 
and theatre. Diegesis refers to the world in which the story is set, and 
hence it focuses on games as stories 
(http://devmag.org.za/2011/02/02/video-game-user-interface-design-
diegesis-theory/). Similarly with Christian Metz (1974) define the 
term “diegetic” as the reality of the fictional world. In addition, 
diegetic is interface that is included in the game world that both a 
player and a character in the game is experiencing, it can be seen and 
heard by the game characters. The scores and details around the game 
would are non-diegetic. While, non-diegetic is the thing that only 
player is experiencing. The example is the pills, walls and ghosts are 
all diegetic component of Pac-Man’s world and the train in Subway 
Surf. 
Previously, the researcher have explain above that diagetic is the 
relationship between text, visual and their realization in play the game. 
In the case of the strategy is deal with textual to face the spatialization 
problem. Diagetic strategy focus in word efficiency to delivering a 
meaning in the video game between the challenge. The challenge 
mean is limited spatial in translating video game text.  
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a. Abreviation  
The strategy is about abreviate. The localizer shortening 
certain word in dialog box. Example :  
SL : Ririku! The final test before you plunge yourself into the real 
ninja world stands before you now! 
                            TL :  Ririku! UAN (Ujian Akhir Ninja) tinggal bentar lagi! 
b. Condensation 
The strategy is compaction word whereas the translator or 
localizer only represent the important meaning. Example : 
SL : It’s Wall Jump! That’s the final test! 
TL :  Ujian akhirnya Lompat Tembok! 
c. Omission 
The strategy is about deleting certain word which 
unimportant. This strategy may come with new information in 
target text which not applied in source text. Example :  
SL : You will have to fight the falling enemies attempting to 
infiltrate our ground! 
TL : Tugas lu nangkepin ninja yang nyoba turun menyusup.  
d. Symbolization 
The strategy is change a certain word to a symbol or a sign. 
The symbol or sign used is a familiar for gamers.  
SL : ... 
TL : ...  
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e. Retention 
This strategy is keeping the original term in the target text, 
because the localizer assumed that will there is a problem with 
spatial if the term is translated. Moreover the term in source text is 
familiar for gamers.  
SL : The wisest of the Sastratsuki. 
TL : Paling bijak di Sastratsuki  
f. Mediation 
This strategy is selecting the shorter word with the same 
expression, it can be synonym. 
SL : What a swiftness! Cool, Robito! 
TL : Lincah banget! Keren, Robito! 
g. Violation 
As same as the name of the strategy, it is closely about 
grammatical violation. Intentionally, the localizer doing a 
grammatical mistake because the limit spatial. Example :  
SL : What’s wrong, Nuru? You failed! 
TL : Lu kenape Nuru? Kok gagal?! 
B. Previous Related Studies  
The researcher has found various previous studies that are relevant 
with this research. First, the thesis research by SF. Luthfianka Sanjaya 
(2015) entitled “Analisis Dampak Terjemahan Pre-Battle Dialogue 
Terhadap Myth Yang Direfleksikan Hero Dalam Trilogi Video Game Devil 
May Cry Karya Capcom”  from Sebelas Maret University. This thesis 
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discusses about the influence on pre-battle dialogue translation to the myth 
reflected by the hero in Devil May Cry trilogy. The research reveal the 
translation techniques used in the pre-battle dialogue translation and its 
influence to the pre-battle dialogues translation quality. The research also 
explain about the influence of the translation techniques to the shift of myth 
reflected by the hero in Devil May Cry trilogy.  
The similarity Sanjaya’s thesis and this research are just in object 
“video game”. Then the differenceses are video game itself, the theory used 
and discussion focus. This research focus to analyze localization quality and 
diagetic strategies in video game subtitle, while the object is video game 
localization entitled “Sastratsuki”. The other difference is the object of 
Sanjaya’s thesis limitation based on the type of dialogue and the characters 
whiche the research object is only pre-battle dialogue of Hero character. 
While, this research’s limitation based on assets and characters of video 
game.   
Second, the thesis research entitled Game Localization: The Study 
of Loss and Gain Found in The Subtitle of Visual Novel Game “A Child in 
The Forest” by Etty Syafa’ati (2017). The research discussed about loss and 
gain in the context of game localization with the limitation on subtitles. The 
object is subtitle of visual novel adaptation entitled A Child in The Forest. 
The research found that loss and gain in visual novel game subtitle is mostly 
because of the translator want to reach the goal of game localization in order 
the subtitle is easy to be played and understood.  
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The similarity Syafaati’s thesis and this research is the object is 
subtitle of game localization. Then the differenceses are video game itself, 
the theory used and the discussion. The discussion is different, whereas this 
research focus to analyze localization quality and diagetic strategies in video 
game subtitle but Syafaati’s thesis focus about loss and gain in the context 
of game localization.  
Third, the thesis research entitled “Stylistic for Video Games 
Analysis From Ludic Linguistic Perspectives” by Aria Kusumawati (2017). 
This thesis discussed about ludic linguistic in video game adaptation made 
by student English Letters of IAIN SURAKARTA 2016. The object is video 
game adaptation entitled “The Angel” and the original of Andersen’s story 
“ The Angel”. The objectives are to determine the relationship between the 
symbiosis of diagetic and non-diagetic in the adaptive version of Andersen’s 
short story “The Angel” and the shift of the style of Andersen’s short story 
“The Angel” into video games.  
The similarity Wati’s thesis and this research is the object is video 
game. Then the differenceses are video game itself, the theory used and the 
discussion. This research focus to analyze localization quality and diagetic 
strategies in video game subtitle, but Wati’s thesis focus about relationship 
between the symbiosis of diagetic and non-diagetic. Similary, this research 
also assesst diagetic symbiosis to find out the localization quality of subtitle. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to present the research 
methodology. It consists of the type of research, the data source, method of data 
collection, the trustworthiness and technique data analysis. 
A. Type of Research 
The researcher employed a qualitative method in doing this research, 
which most of the data are formed in a picture which contains sentences. 
According to Cresswell (1998) explained about qualitative research: 
It is an inquiry process of understanding based on 
distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore 
a social or human problem. The researcher build a 
complex, holistic picture, analyzes word, reports detailed 
view of informants and conducts the study in natural 
setting.  
This research is qualitative research because there is no statical data 
even there is a simple counting in this research to analyze the data and 
make conclusions.  
 By using qualitative methods the researcher only collecting the data, 
classifying the data, analyzing the data then making a conclusion from the 
research finding. By doing an investigation of analyzing a data the 
researcher able drew conclusion based on interpretation. The data in this 
research are the subtitle of Sastrasuki Video Game. The data were observed 
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to find out the localization quality of Sastratsuki video game’s subtitle by 
Muhammad Ilham Arifin. The localization quality of subtitle is analyzed 
by parameter of localization quality assessment are the narrative – 
mechanical structure, diagetic symbiosis, and the level localization. 
B. Data and Source of Data 
According to Fraenkel, “Data source is the kinds of information 
researchers obtain on the subjects of their research” (2000:127). Data is the 
essential part of the research. Moleong (2001:112) stated that data can be 
obtained from the written resources or through audio tape recording, 
photographs or film. There are two kinds of data using in this research. They 
are the primary data and the secondary data. The primary data is all of 
subtitle text taken by subtitle of Sastratsuki video game. The secondary data 
is the scale given by the raters.  
1. Document  
In this research the primary data are the source and target text of 
Sastratsuki’s dialogue and the captured picture of Sastratsuki’s Game 
screen which contains of subtitle text of Sastrasuki Video Game. The 
source text data were taken from the script of those Video Game while 
target text were taken from the subtitle of those video game created by 
Muhammad Ilham Arifin. The analysis is focused on both English and 
Indonesian subtitles. Similarly with the subtitle text, the game screen 
capture of video games got from the both of original and localized video 
game.  
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2. Raters  
The secondary data are scores collected by the raters assesing the 
quality of video game localization. This research involves 3 raters. The 
raters were selected based on the the criteria set by the researcher :  
1. Mastering both English and Indonesia language 
2. Having a good competency in translating texts 
3. Familiar with video game translation  
4. Willing to take a part in the research. 
To collect data from the raters, the researcher distributed the 
questionare to them.  
C. The Technique of Collecting Data  
The researcher describes the way or step to collect the data in this 
research. Data collection means a series of interrelated activities aimed at 
gathering good information to answer emerging research question 
(Creswell, 1998:110). Similarly with Sugiyono (2013:224) stated that 
strategic steps in the research to get the data is called data collection 
technique.  
The researcher carried out the following method to collecting the data: 
1. Playing the Video Game entitled “Sastrasuki” in original version 
(English language) and localization version (Indonesian language) 
2. Watching and reading the original script of the Video Game (English) 
and its subtitle text (Indonesian) in video game narration and 
dialogues.  
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3. Comparing both of Video Game subtitle in English and Indonesian 
language.  
4. Comparing both of Video Game screen in English and Indonesian 
language.  
5. Taking notes from the both of subtitle text in English and Indonesia.  
6. Taking a capture of video game’s screen both in English and 
Indonesia.  
7. Making a code for the data in order to make it organize well. Example 
:  
 
 
 
NAR : Narration 
INT : Introduction  
08 : Line 08 both in SL and TL 
8.  Source 
Language 
Target 
Language 
Diagetic 
Strategies 
Reason 
NAR/I
NT/08 
The 
Bakatsuki.  
“Bakatsuki.
”  
Retention  The proper name in 
TL translated as same 
as in SL.  
Data 
Number 
Source 
Language 
Target 
Language 
Diagetic 
Strategies 
Reason 
NAR/DES/
RIR/01 
The wisest of 
the 
Sastratsuki.  
Paling bijak 
di 
Sastratsuki.  
Retention The proper name 
in TL translated 
as same as in SL. 
NAR/STO/
RIR/PRO//
Hur/02 
It’s Wall 
Jump!  
That’s the 
final test! 
Ujian 
akhirnya 
Lompat 
Tembok!  
Condensatio
n 
The the meaning 
of the 2 
sentences in SL 
is mixed to be 
one meaning to 
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NAR : Narration 
DES : Description  
STO : Story 
PRO : Prologue Dialogue 
EPI : Epilogue Dialogue 
01 : Line 01 both in SL and TL 
RIR : Ririku (the characters name) 
PUR : Purunomo (the characters name) 
ZAI : Zainaru (the characters name) 
UMI : Umi (the characters name) 
KUM : Kumo (the characters name) 
maintain the 
number of 
characters.  
NAR/STO/
PUR/EPI/P
ur/05 
(yawns) (nguap) Mediation The words 
“yawns” has a 
literal translation 
is “mengantuk” 
but it needs more 
character to 
translate it. The 
localizer used 
the synonym of 
“mengantuk” is 
“menguap” or 
simply to write 
as “nguap”.  
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NUR : Nuru (the characters name) 
ROB : Robito (the characters name) 
NUN : Nunano (the characters name) 
JED : Jedo (the characters name) 
YUY : Yuyustin (the characters name) 
9. Choose 3 characters in Sastratsuki’s video game who will be the object 
of localization quality assesment.  
10. Making a list of data in the form of questionnaire and finding three 
raters that are capable in assesing the quality of localization 
assessment of the data. 
11. Collecting the scores given by the rater 
Diagetic 
Symbiosis 
Mechanic - 
Narative 
Structure 
Localization 
Level 
Mechanic - 
Narative 
Structure 
Diagetic 
Symbiosis 
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. 
D. Technique of Validation Data  
Data is the one of essential things for the research. Before the 
researcher start to analyze the data, it need to be validated. According to 
Creswell (2009:352) the validity in qualitative methods is that the research 
tests the accuracy of the data. It is mean the data need to valid in order to 
make significant result.  
In achieving the validity of the research, this research used 
triangulation technique. Generally, triangulation is important for 
qualitative research to check and establish validity of the research. 
Moreover, the main point of using triangulation is to gain the good 
understanding about the subject or phenomenon research. Triangulation 
means using more than one method to collect data on the same topic. 
Moleong (2001: 128) states that “Triangulation is a technique for checking 
the trustworthiness of data by using something outside the data to verify 
the data or to compare them.” Based on Denzin (1978), there are four types 
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of triangulation: Data Triangulation, Investigator Triangulation, Theory 
Triangulation, and Methodological Triangulation. 
In the case of this research, the researcher used data and 
methodological triangulation. Denzin (1998) stated that the data 
triangulation use variety of data source obtained by different methods, the 
strength of this triangulation strategy  is the use of existing data for review 
and analysis. Triangulation by data in this research where the researcher 
check the data of original Sastratsuki’s subtitle in source language then 
compare it to Sastratsuki’s subtitle of localised game is valid.  The main 
sources to check are the original script and the video game itself. 
After analyze the diagetic strategy of the video game, the researcher 
do the methodological triangulation process. According to Risjord et al 
(2001) in Bakhet and Jaclene (2012) stated that methodological 
triangulation is uses more than one kind of method to study of 
phenomenon. This strategy do such as inteview, obeservation and 
questionare to gather data. Denzin (1978) stated that the core strength of 
methods triangulation is its potential to expose unique differences or 
meaningful information that may have remained undiscovered with the use 
of only one approach or data collection technique in the study.  Therefore, 
in this research doing an interview of the result of validation and 
questionare is a must to get a deeper and clearly analysis. The first process 
of this strategy is the researcher give the analysis paper to the raters to 
check the validation of it then do an interview to the validator related the 
score given by them. The validator for diagetic strategy analysis is an 
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translator expert and english letter lecturer. In addition, the researcher also 
make an questionare to localization quality assessment that scored by 3 
raters. The next step after the raters scores the questionare is the researcher 
do an interview for some data.  
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The next step after all data gathered is analyzing data. According to 
Gunawan (2014) state that analyzing data is the important part of the 
research that will produce the findings. The analyzing data of the 
researching is using methods by Spradley (1980).  Spradley (1980) stated in 
Gunawan (2014) that analyzing data emphasize to social situation and 
cultural scene. Based on Spradley (1980) there are 4 steps in analyzing the 
data.  
1. Domain Analysis 
Domain Analysis is the first step in analyzing data. According to 
Spradley (1980 in Sugiyono 2008: 255), domain analysis is to obtain a 
general and comprehensive picture of the object/research or social 
situation. In this step, the researcher did not understand the data in 
detail, because the goal of this step is collecting all of the data. Simply, 
Santosa (2014) stated that domain analysis is the process to separate 
the data from other components which not belong to data. In this 
research, the researcher only took subtitle of video game and captured 
pict of the video game’s screen as a data. Spradley (1980:88) divides 
three basic elements of domain, there are cover term; semantic 
relationship; and included term. 
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2. Taxonomy Analysis 
Taxonomy analysis is the next step after domain analysis. 
According to Gunawan (2014) taxonomy analisis is about the 
researcher observe the certain data based on the focus of the research. 
In this step, the researcher observe on the data and have to understand 
in detail of the data which related with the focus of the research. 
Quality 
Assessmen
t 
DIEGETIC STRATEGIES 
ABR
V 
COND
. 
OM
I 
SIMB
. 
RETE
N 
MED
. 
VIOL
. 
Good        
Average        
 
Bad  
       
 
3. Componential Analysis 
The third step after taxonomy analysis is componential analysis. 
According to Spradley (1980) stated that componential analysis is the 
systematic search for attribute (component of meaning) associated with 
cultural categories.  
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Quality 
Assessmen
t 
DIEGETIC STRATEGIES 
ABR
V 
COND
. 
OM
I 
SIMB
. 
RETE
N 
MED
. 
VIOL
. 
Good 1 16 7 1 7 6 3 
Average -  3 3 7 -  -  -  
Bad  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
 
4. Cultural Theme Analysis 
The final step in this research analysis is cultural analysis. 
According to Faisal (1990) in Sugiyanto (2012:264) stated that it is 
the step to gain a result. The result of cultural theme analysis will be 
more analysis in the chapter four.  
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CHAPTER IV  
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION  
 This chapter divided into two parts. The first part is research finding which 
presents the findings of the data analysis of diegetic strategies and quality 
assessment of Sastratsuki video game localization. The second part is a discussion 
which present detailed analysis and explanation of the findings.  
A. Research Findings  
1. Diagetic Strategy  
Diagetic strategy in video game localization focus in word efficiency 
to deliver meaning in a video game between the challenge. The challenge 
here is limited spatial in translation video game text. The data of diegetic 
strategy are taken from the dialogue of both Sastratsuki in the english 
language and indonesia language. The data found in this research consists 
of 160 data (71%) which analyzed as diegetic strategy, 60 data (26,75) 
which analyzed as non - diegetic strategy data and 4 data (1,7%) which 
indicate as unidentified strategy. As detailed that 60 data indicate using non 
– diegetic because the researcher found the availabilty of large space for 
subtitling video game text that help the localizer to translate the meaning 
clearly without worry about the box dialogue even the number of character. 
Then, 160 indicate using diegetic strategy because the character number in 
TL not more than in SL that means the researcher tried to maintain the 
number of character consciously and unconsciously. Then, there are 3 data 
indicate as unidentified strategies or not using spatialization strategy 
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because the literal meaning of the data in SL into TL have no big deal to 
maintain the number of character.  
No. Diegetic Strategy Total 
1 Condensation 60 data 
2 Omission 27 data 
3 Retention 24 data  
4 Mediation 20 data  
5 Symbolization 17 data  
6 Abreviation 8 data  
7 Violation  4 
 
 In the case of analyzing diegetic strategy, the researcher found 160 
data of diegetic strategy consist of 60 data of condensation, 27 data of 
omission, 24 data of retention, 20 data of mediation, 17 data of 
symbolization, 8 data of abbreviation, and 4 data of violation. There are 10 
data who has more than 1 strategy. In this research, there are several 
strategies found by the researcher. There are abreviation, mediation, 
condensation, omission, symbolization, retention, and violation. Here the 
following finding in this research :  
h. Abreviation  
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The strategy is about to abbreviate. The localizer shortening certain 
word in the dialog box from SL into TL. Some cases show that localizer 
localized the sentences or phrase by using an acronym. Example:  
- NAR/STO/RI/PRO/Hur/01 
    
 
SL : Ririku! The final test before you plunge yourself into the real 
ninja world stands before you now 
TL : Ririku! UAN (Ujian Akhir Ninja) tinggal bentar lagi! 
The example above is datum NAR/STO/RI/PRO/Hur/01. 
The researcher found the sentences in SL “The final test before you 
plunge yourself into the real ninja world” is localized by the localizer 
as “UAN (Ujian Akhir Ninja)” to maintain the number of characters 
in TL. If the localizer localized it literally it will take more characters 
than in SL. Moreover, some of the dialogue related about “final test” 
in this video game is localized as UAN. 
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- Datum NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Hur/01 
                      
SL : Umi! Time for the ultimate test! To certify your ninjaship! 
TL : Umi! Waktunya UAN! Ujian jadi ninja sejati! 
The example above is datum NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Hur/01. 
The researcher found the abbreviation process from a sentence in SL 
“Time for the ultimate test!” which localized into SL as “Waktunya 
UAN”. The point abbreviation is “the ultimate test” localized as 
“UAN” as same as in datum NAR/STO/RI/PRO/Hur/01 even with 
different sentences in SL. The localizer localized it into abbreviation 
form to maintain the number of characters. The localizer tried to 
maintain a funny sense of the video game by translating into a word 
“UAN” to make it feels natural and also it is familiar for the 
Indonesian player.  
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- NAR/STO/JED/PRO/.../02 
                     
SL : This is Jedo’s secret hideout. Please enter your secret number. 
TL : Ini markas rahasia Jedo. Masukkan PIN anda.  
The example above is datum in NAR/STO/JED/PRO/.../02. 
The abbreviation here found in the phrase “secret number” is 
localized into an acronym “PIN”. The dialogue of Jedo and Master 
Hurt implied that the secret number means is like a number to enter 
a room. The localizer tried to maintain the number of character by 
localized the phrase into “PIN” also to make the dialogue feels real 
and natural.  
i. Condensation 
The strategy is compaction sentences whereas the translator or 
localizer only represent the important meaning. In this case, it is like 
localized it became shorter sentences, paraphrase it, or localized idiom. 
Example:  
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- NAR/DES/ROB/01 
      
SL : His R differentiates him from that you-know-who-the-heck 
ninja. 
TL : R-nya membedakannya dengan Ninja di komik sebelah. 
The example above is one of the data in this research in datum 
NAR/DES/ROB/01.  The researcher found that localizer condensed 
the meaning of “you-know-who-the-heck ninja.” into “ninja di 
komik sebelah” to maintain the number of characters in SL into TL. 
If the SL is localized literal it will need more number of characters, 
but some people who have not been used playing a ninja video game 
will never know what the meaning of it. 
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- NAR/STO/RIR/PRO//Hur/08 
                   
SL : Good jump will make good points! Be careful with anything 
stuck on the wall 
TL : Lompat lu bagus, pin lu juga bagus! Hati – hati, ada jebakannya 
This example above also one of the data in this research in 
datum NAR/STO/RIR/PRO//Hur/08. The sentences “anything stuck 
on the wall” is localized as “ada jebakannya”. It is kind an idiom that 
localized into shorter sentences because it is the right meaning of it 
which also help the localizer to maintain the number of characters in 
SL and TL.  
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-    NAR/STO/JED/PRO/Hur/11 
    
SL : Oh! It works, 
TL : Akhirnya... 
The example above is datum NAR/STO/JED/PRO/Hur/11. 
The researcher found the condensation here is the way the localizer 
localized it from “Oh! It works” into “Akhirnya...”. The sentences 
in SL “Oh! IT works, “ has a literal meaning as “Oh! Akhirnya itu 
bekerja” but to maintain the number of characters the localizer 
localized the translation into “Akhirnya...” a sentence which often 
used in Indonesian dialogue when the person has been waiting for a 
long about something’s error.  
j. Omission 
The strategy is about deleting certain word which unimportant. This 
strategy may come with new information in target text which not 
applied in the source text.  
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- NAR/STO/NUR/PRO/Hur/01 
                     
SL : No ninja needs ladders nor stairs! They just need to jump 
TL : Ga ada Ninja yang pakai eskalator, apalagi lift! 
The example above is one of the data in this research in datum 
NAR/STO/NUR/PRO/Hur/01. In this example, the researcher found 
that “they just need to jump” in SL is not localized or omitted in TL, 
but its meaning represented well by the next dialogue in the next 
game’s screen. Localizer localized first sentences more clearly for 
emphasizing the funny content of the story or dialogue with localized 
“stairs” is “lift” and also to maintain the number of characters in SL 
into TL.      
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- NAR/STO/NUR/PRO/Hur/01 
  
SL : Nuru, please, do your final exam to legalize your status as a 
ninja 
TL : Nuru, Buruan diresmikan status ninja lu!.  
The example above is datum NAR/STO/NUR/PRO/Hur/01. 
The researcher found the omission here is “final exam”, the localizer 
did not translate the phrase “final exam”. It is because the localizer 
assumed that the player can understand the command in TL well 
without added a word “final exam” into “UAN”. Moreover, in the 
previous frame also occured the same command about doing thing 
for legalizing ninja status. It also because the localizer tried to 
maintain the number of characters and make it simple as Mr. Hurt 
character.  
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- NAR/STO/NUN/PRO/Nun/02 
     
SL : Ah, Master Hurt! Long time no see! How’s everything? 
TL : Ah, Master Hurt! Apa kabar? Baik-baik saja? 
The example above is datum in 
NAR/STO/NUN/PRO/Nun/02. The omitted phrase here is “Long 
time no see!” in SL which not localized by localizer. The localizer 
did not localize it but localized “How’s everything” longer than the 
literal translation of it. The localizer localized “How’s everything?” 
into “Apa kabar? Baik-baik saja?”, it sounds natural in Indonesian 
language but behind the translation found that it is longer than the 
literal translation and omitted other phrases “Long time no see!”. 
The localizer’s assumption stated that if “Long time no see” 
localized, it will be affected to another phrase “How’s everything” 
that would need more character for localized it as a literal 
translation. The localizer also assumed that the sentences “Apa 
kabar? Baik-baik saja” is sound natural for characters Nunano who 
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having a dialogue with Master Hurt but “Long time no see” is not an 
important statement in dialogue. 
k. Symbolization 
The strategy is changing a certain word to a symbol or a sign. The 
symbol or sign used is a familiar for gamers.  
  
SL : ... 
TL : ... 
The example above is one of the data in this research. The 
localizer using a symbolism strategy for localizing the dialogue text. 
The three points in the dialogue mean silent, while it will need more 
characters when localized explicitly by the word and also the 
Indonesian player is familiar with the symbol and understand what 
it means.  
l. Retention 
This strategy is keeping the original term in the target text because 
the localizer assumed that will there is a problem with spatial if the term 
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is localized. Moreover, the term in the source text is familiar with 
gamers. 
- NAR/STO/ZAI/PRO/Hur/01 
     
 SL : Zainaru.  
TL : Zainaru. 
The example above is one of the data in this research in 
datum NAR/STO/ZAI/PRO/Hur/01. The example shows that the 
localizer using retention in spatialization this dialogue. The data 
using retention because it is the proper name, usually the proper 
name is localized with borrowing or retention in the spatialization. 
It also helps the localizer to maintain the number of characters in SL 
into TL. 
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- NAR/STO/ROB/PRO/Hur/01 
  
SL : Greeting, Rider Ninja! 
TL : Salam, Ninja Rider! 
 The example above is datum NAR/STO/ROB/PRO/Hur/01. 
The proper noun of “Rider Ninja” is localized as same as in SL like 
borrowing technique in translation. The localizer assumed that a 
phrase “Ninja Rider” is familiar in Indonesian player. Moreover, it 
is a casual video game which is often borrowing the proper name. In 
addition, borrowing the term as proper name “Rider Ninja” into TL 
with no changing are not only to maintain the number of characters 
but also to for maintain the funny sense and make it simple.  
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- NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Hur/03 
  
SL : What the?! I’m Master Hurt! Your master! 
TL : Hah?! Ini gue! Master Hurt! Mastermu!  
 The example above is datum NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Hur/03. 
The proper noun of “Master Hurt” is localized as same as in SL like 
borrowing technique in translation. Moreover, it is a casual video 
game which is often borrowing the proper name. In addition, 
borrowing the term as proper name “Mr. Hurt” into TL with no 
changing are not only to maintain the number of characters but also 
to make it simple while the atmosphere of Ninja’s master be able to 
feel in the story.  
m. Mediation 
This strategy is selecting the shorter word with the same expression, 
it can be a synonym.  
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- NAR/STO/ROB/PRO/Rob/04 
  
SL : Cutting woods?! That’s villainous! 
TL : Tebas kayu?! Kejam sekali! 
The example above is datum in 
NAR/STO/ROB/PRO/Rob/04. The mediation here found in the 
phrase “cutting woods” is localized as “tebas kayu”. A word 
“cutting” from a verb “cut” has a general translation in Indonesia as 
“memotong” but when it related with wood a word “cutting” means 
“menebang” in Indonesia, but from the captured frame show that the 
localizer localized it as “tebas”. Indeed, mediation strategy whereas 
the translator localized SL into TL using a different word with same 
meaning or synonym. A word “tebas” has the same meaning with 
“memotong” or “menebang”. The localizer also tried to maintain the 
number of characters and the funny senses in the dialogue.  
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- NAR/STO/JED/PRO/Hur/01 
                   
SL : Jedo! Leave your gadget and embrace your final test! The Block 
Builder! 
TL : Jedo! Taruh mainan lu dan kelarin ujian lu! Susun Bata! 
The example above is datum in NAR/STO/JED/PRO/Hur/01. 
Mediation found here is a word “leave” in SL that translated into TL 
as “taruh”. A word “leave” has a general and literal meaning as 
“tinggalkan” but in the case of this context, the localizer used a word 
“taruh” which has a lesser number of characters not only to maintain 
the number of character but also to make it simple and sounds 
natural.  
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- NAR/STO/YUY/EPI/Hur/04 
  
SL : Check your cholesterol! You’re too slow! You failed! 
TL : Cek kolesterol lu! Lu lemot! Gagal deh! 
The example above is datum in 
NAR/STO/YUY/EPI/Hur/04. The mediation found here is in a 
phrase in SL “too slow” localized into “lemot” in TL. Basically, a 
phrase “too slow” has a meaning “terlalu pelan”, but if it localized it 
like that it will need more characters. Then, the localizer localized it 
into “lemot” in TL because the word has the same meaning with 
“terlalu pelan”. Moreover, the word “lemot” is familiar and 
maintains the funny senses of the dialogue. 
n. Violation 
As same as the name of the strategy, it is closely about a grammatical 
violation. Intentionally, the localizer doing a grammatical mistake 
because of the limit spatial.  
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- NAR/DES/NUR/01 
    
SL : The most religious of all. She preaches before she breaches 
TL : Sosok yang paling taat beribadah. Selalu berdoa sebelum 
beraksi. 
The example above is datum in NAR/DES/NUR/01. The 
example above shows that the localizer does a violation in the way 
translate SL text into TL text. The phrase “selalu berdoa sebelum 
beraksi” is a violation because in indonesian grammar a word 
“selalu” is a preposition that can not stand in the first of sentences 
and it makes the phrase not feels natural. 
- NAR/INT/01 
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SL : Ninja. Men living in shadow yet having a shadow. Ninja. A 
Japanese word stealthly invading English dictionary since 
1964. Ninja. A warrior. A man in black. A thief.   
TL : Ninja. Sosok yang hidup dalam bayangan. Ninja. Kosakata 
Jepang yang mencoba menyusup ke Bahasa Indonesia. Ninja.  
Ksatria Baju Hitam.  Alias maling.   
The example above is datum in NAR/INT/01. The violation 
found here is using the word “alias” in TL as the subject of 
sentences. “Ksatria Baju Hitam. Alias maling.” The second 
sentences is not a good sentence, because it is a phrase in Indonesia 
and the sentence looks un-natural in Indonesian grammar. The SL 
word is “a thief” the translation must be “seorang pencuri” but it 
localized into “Alias maling” to maintain the funny senses of the 
dialogue and the number of characters. 
- NAR/STO/NUR/EPI/Hur/03 
   
SL : What’s wrong, Nuru? You failed! 
TL : Lu kenape Nuru? Kok gagal? 
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The example above is datum in 
NAR/STO/NUR/EPI/Hur/03. The researcher found the violation 
here in a phrase in TL “Kok gagal?!”. Translating “You failed?” into 
“Kok gagal?!” occurred the violation. A phrase “Kok gagal?!” in TL 
lack of indonesian grammar. On other hand, a phrase “Lu kenape” 
"feels like a slang from some city , that is makes the translation in 
TL still feel natural.  
o. Unidentified Strategy 
- NAR/DES/PUR/02 
  
SL : The extent of his narcissism is beyond comprehension. 
TL : Tingkat narsisnya hampir melebihi siapapun.. 
The picture above is datum in NAR/DES/PUR/02. It was the 
first data which confused the researcher. The number of character in 
SL into TL maintained well, but no diegetic strategy represents this 
data. Even a word “comprehension” translated as “siapapun” but its 
not the point, because between the literal meaning “pemahaman” 
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and “siapapun..” has same number of character. The researcher cant 
decided the strategy represent with the data. It means the literal 
meaning helped the localizer to maintain the number of character.  
- NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/Pur /09 
  
SL : Whatever 
TL : Terserah 
The picture above is datum in NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/Pur /09. 
The researcher did not found the diegetic strategy in the data because 
the localizer localized SL into TL as a literal meaning. While the 
literal meaning of SL did not need more character. Thus, the 
localizer able to maintain the number of characters without any 
problem. 
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- NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/ Hur/14 
   
SL : Shut up! 
TL : Diem lu! 
The picture above is the datum in NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/ 
Hur/14. As same as the example before, the localizer did not found 
any problem to translate the dialogue with maintaining the number 
of characters. It is because the literal meaning of SL did not need 
more characters and the sentences fit with the situation of characters.      
- NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Umi/02 
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SL : Who are you? 
TL : Siapa kamu?  
The picture above is the datum in 
NAR/STO/UMI/PRO/Umi/02. As same as the example before, the 
localizer did not found any problem or did not need a certain strategy 
to translate the dialogue in SL into TL with maintaining the number 
of characters. It is because the literal meaning of SL did not need 
more characters. 
2. Localization Quality Assesment  
To collect the assessment data, the researcher using by three raters. 
The researcher not only gathered the score of the assessment but also doing 
an interview with three raters. After the raters assessed the localization 
quality, the researcher gathers the data and compared the result between 
the three raters. Then, the researcher chooses some of the data which can 
be discussed. The data choosen by the researcher are 3 characters, they are 
Ririku, Nuru and Kumo.  To make a clear and objective discussion, the 
researcher does an interview with each rater about the reason for their 
assessment. Here the discussion of some chosen data which is divided into 
4, they are introduction, character description, pre-battle dialogue and post 
battle dialogue.  
There are 10 characters in Sastrasuki video game. The researcher 
only chooses 3 characters of 10 characters. They are Ririku, Kumo and 
Nuru. In the case of the assessment, the research only chooses 3 of 
characters because that 3 characters assessment represent assessment for 
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others characters in Sastratsuki’s video game. Basically, video game has 
some assets but the localizer only localized the dialogue of the video game.  
Thus, the dialogue of the captured frame has an important role to analyze 
the quality of video game and also the researcher only took dialogue assets 
to analyze. The quality assessment divided into 4 parts, they are 
introduction frame, descriptions of characters frame, pre-battle dialogue 
and post battle dialogue. In this assessment there are 11 data for 
introduction dialogues, 9 data for description of the characters, 36 data for 
pre-battle dialogue and 16 data for post-battle dialogues Thus, total of data 
are 69 data. The assessment scored by 3 raters. The raters are 2 English 
lecturers also an expert in translation and 1 is a graduate student of English 
department. 
1. Introduction  
- INT/HOME/001 
        
   Diegetic  
Symbiosys 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
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I Mne Uni Par uni Mne 
II Mne Uni Par uni Mne 
III Mne Uni Par uni Mne 
 
The frame above is an example of a home screen frame. 
From the table above it can be concluded three raters have the same 
assessment. Three raters assess that diegetic symbiosis is mnemonic 
because the picture in the frame contains animation of running ninja, 
the background picture and the arrow shape. The text come in the 
arrow shape picture and the background picture. In addition, the 
animation of running ninja and the text “start” in the frame is 
synchronized well to command the player click the bottom by bow 
shape to start the game. Moreover, the players are familiar to the text 
of “start” because most of the video game use it.  
Three raters assess that the localization level from SL into 
TL is nir. They stated that there is no localization in the frame above. 
From the assessment table above found that there is no shift between 
SL into TL synchronize with the assessment.  
The researcher asks the localizer about the reason that the 
home screen frame did not localize, it is because the localizer only 
focuses to localize the dialogue inside the Sastratsuki video game. 
The others reason is the localizer localized the video game in limited 
time. 
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2. Character’s Description 
- INT/PRO/00 
      
  
 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mne Enig Par Enig Mne 
II Hege 
(text) 
Enig Par Enig Hege (text) 
III Mne Uni Par Uni Mne 
The frame is about character’s description of Nuru. The three 
raters have their own assessment. The diegetic symbiosis and 
mechanic – narrative structure have the different assessment, but 3 
raters agree that the localization level is Partial. Based on the 
assessment table above found that there is no shift between both SL 
and TL. Both of them synchronize well to help a player understand 
the first fame occurred in the video game. The interest thing in the 
frame is the word “breaches” in the dialogue has an actual meaning 
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in SL based the creator of the game as “menembus”, “memutus” 
which appropriate with the function of arrow as the weapon in the 
Nuru’s gameplay.  
  
                    Figure 1 Nuru's Gameplay 
While, the localizer translated it as “beraksi” to make the message 
of the dialogue understandable but it loses the hint for the gameplay 
related to the story.  
Rater I assesses diegetic symbiosis both in TL and SL is 
mnemonic because the picture and text in the frame above 
synchronize well and clearly to help a player understand the message 
of that frame about Nuru’s characters. In addition, rater I convinced 
that all of the frames in Sastratsuki video game using a Mnemonic 
for diegetic symbiosis because the picture and the text synchronize 
well and clearly to help a player understand the plot of the video 
game.  Rater I assesses the mechanic structure and narrative in both 
SL and TL is enigmatic because the mechanic structure of the game 
based on the dialogue text is implicit. While the narrative meaning 
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of the game based on the dialogue text is explicit because the 
meaning written by the text. The localization level valued by rater I 
is partial as same as other raters.  
Rater II assesses diegetic symbiosis both in TL and SL in the 
frame above is Hegemonic (textually) because the text description 
in the frame is the main point that helps the player understand the 
message about Nuru’s characters. Rater II assesses the mechanic and 
narrative structure in both SL and TL is enigmatic because the 
mechanic structure based on the dialogue text in both SL and TL is 
implicit. While the narrative meaning based on the dialogue text is 
explicit because the meaning written by text. In addition, rater II 
stated that the dialogue text in the frame is the main point about the 
description of the characters. The localization level assesses by rater 
II is partial because the localization occurs in the text only.  
While Rater III assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in both 
TL and SL is mnemonic. Both of dialogue text and picture 
background synchronize well because the picture above is the first 
frame about Nuru’s description character whereas the picture and 
the dialogue text is the main point to understand the Nuru’s 
characters. Rater III stated that the player of the game will need the 
picture background to understand the Nuru’s characters first while 
reading the text of the description. Rater III assesses the mechanic – 
narrative structure in both SL and TL is univocal.  The mechanic 
structure based on dialogue text is explicit to tell about the 
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description of Nuru’s character which also supports by the character 
icon in the frame above. The dialogue text in SL “the most 
religious...” and in TL “Sosok yang paling taat beribadah...” shows 
how the mechanic and narrative meaning are explicit here to make 
the player understand about Nuru’s characters.Rater III assessesthat 
the localization level is partial as same as others raters. 
- INT/PRO/009 
    
 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mne Univocal Par Univocal Mne 
II Mne Univocal Par Univocal Mne 
III Mne Univocal Par Univocal Mne 
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The frame above is about character description of Kumo. 
The table above is the assessment result by 3 raters. The researcher 
concluded that three raters agree that the diegetic symbiosis in the 
SL and TL is mnemonic. Three raters also agree that the mechanic 
– narrative structure in the SL and TL is univocal. While three raters 
agree that the localization level is partial.  
Rater I assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in both SL and 
TL is mnemonic as same as others frame because the picture and 
text in the frame above synchronize well and clearly to help a player 
understand the message of that frame about Kumo’s characters. The 
mechanic narrative structure in the SL and TL is univocal, whereas 
the mechanic structure is metamorphosis and narrative structure is 
metamorphosis. The mechanic structure based the dialogue text 
represent the meaning explicitly with the phrase “blonde hair, blue 
eyes...”  in SL and “rambut pirang, mata biru....” in TL that both of 
them are describing the Kumo’s character. While narrative structure 
also represents explicitly in the whole of the dialogue text of both 
SL and TL. Rater I assesses the localization level is partial because 
the localization process only occurs in the dialogue text.  
Similarly with others raters, Rater II assesses the diegetic 
symbiosis is mnemonic because rater II stated that all of the frames 
in the character description, pre-battle dialogue and post battle 
dialogue is synchronize well to help the player understand the plot 
of the video game. It shows in the character picture in the frame is 
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synchronize with the phrase “blonde hair, blue eyes...” Rater II 
assesses the mechanic – narrative structure in TL and SL is univocal, 
whereas the mechanic structure is metamorphosis and the narrative 
structure is metamorphosis also. Rater II stated that the sentences 
“blonde hair, blue eyes...” which makes the mechanic of the 
character description is explicitly and the whole of the dialogue text 
is also explicitly because the meaning is written. While r  ater II 
assessesthat the localization level is partial because the localization 
process only occurs in the dialogue text. 
Rater III assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in both SL and 
TL is mnemonic because the background picture and the dialogue 
text synchronize well. Moreover, it is the first frame of Kumo’s 
character description that means the player will focus not only on 
the dialogue text but also the background picture to draw a 
prediction about Kumo’s character .Rater III assesses that the 
mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL is univocal, whereas 
the both of mechanic and narrative structure is metamorphosis. The 
term “blonde hair, blue eyes, full plated armor” represent the 
mechanic of Kumo’s description explicitly that supported by the 
character icon in the frame. The whole of dialogue text is explicit 
because it is easy to understand by written text. While Rater III 
assesses that the localization level from SL into TL is partial because 
the localization process only occurs in the dialogue text. 
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3. Pre – battle Dialogue.  
- PRE/DIA/007 
        
 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mne Uni Par Uni Mne 
II Mne Uni Par Uni Mne 
III Mne Uni Par Uni Mne 
 
The frame above is datum PRE/DIA/007. The frame is about 
pre-battle dialogue in Ririku character. The frame assess by three 
raters. The researcher found that three raters have the same 
assessment in each aspect of localization quality assessment. Three 
raters assess that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is 
mnemonic. Three raters assess that the mechanic narrative structure 
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in the SL and TL is univocal. And they also agree that localization 
level from SL into TL is partial. The interest thing in the frame is a 
word “point” in SL based on the creator of the game has meaning as 
“ujung” or “titik” which related with the gameplay of  Ririku. 
 
Ririku's Gameplay 
 
The localizer translated the term “point” as “intinya” to help the 
gamers understand the message well. While, localization of the term 
“point” into “intinya” loses the hint for gameplay which related with 
the story.  
Rater I assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
in the frame is mnemonic because rater I stated that all of the frames 
in this video game is mnemonic that helps a player to understand the 
plot of the game well from the picture of background and dialogue 
text. Rater I assessesthat the mechanic – narrative structure in both 
SL and TL is univocal, it means both of them are metamorphosis. 
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The sentences “you jump to get points!” represent explicitly about 
the mechanic of the Sastratsuki’s game is about to jump. The 
narrative from the dialogue text is also explicit about the fact in the 
game that you jump to gain a point. Also in TL “lompat biar dapet 
point” is also represent the mechanic and narrative of the game 
explicitly. The localization level is partial because the localization 
only occurs in the dialogue text.  
Rater II assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
in the frame is mnemonic because rater II stated that all of the frame 
in the character description, pre-battle dialogue and post battle 
dialogue is synchronize well to help the player understand the plot 
of the video game. Rater II assesses the mechanic – narrative 
structure in both SL and TL is univocal whereas both mechanic – 
narrative structure is metamorphosis. The sentences in SL “you 
jump to get points!” represent explicitly about the mechanic of the 
Sastratsuki’s game is jump and the whole of the dialogue text is easy 
to understand by the player. A phrase in TL “lompat biar dapet 
point....”  also represents the mechanic and narrative of the game 
explicitly about to jump. The localization level is partial because the 
localization only occurs in the dialogue text.  
Rater III also assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL 
and TL in the frame is mnemonic because between the picture 
background and text dialogue synchronizes well to help a player 
understand the plot of the video game. In this frame, rater III stated 
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that a background picture helps to feel the meaning and atmosphere 
of text dialogue. The mechanic – narrative structure in both SL and 
TL is univocal, whereas both of mechanic structure and narrative 
structure is metamorphosis. The mechanic meaning here related 
with the mechanic of the game represent explicitly with the 
sentences “You jump to get the points!” in SL and “Lompat biar 
dapet point” in TL. The whole dialogue text in both SL and TL is 
easy to understand by the player.  The localization level is partial 
because the localization only occurs in the dialogue text. The 
localization level is partial because the localization only occurs in 
the dialogue text.  
- PRE/DIA/012 
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 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mnemonic Cryptic Partial Cryptic Mnemonic 
II Mnemonic Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemonic 
III Hegemonic 
(text) 
Cryptic Partial Cryptic Hegemonic 
(text) 
The frame above is datum in PRE/DIA/012. The data is 
about dialogue in the prologue scene of Nuru characters. Three raters 
have their own statement. Two raters assess that the diegetic 
symbiosis in the SL and TL is mnemonic. A rater assesses that the 
diegetic symbiosis is hegemonic on the text. Two raters assess that 
mechanic – narrative structure is cryptic and a rater assesses that 
mechanic – narrative structure is univocal. While three raters agree 
that the localization level from SL into TL is partial.  
Rater I assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL in 
the frame above is mnemonic because all of the frames in this video 
game help a player to understand the plot of the game well from the 
picture of background and dialogue text. Rater I assesses that the 
mechanic structure in both SL and TL is cryptic, whereas the 
mechanic structure is metamorphosis and the narrative structure is 
anamorphosis. Rater I stated that the dialogue text in SL “you’ll only 
have to cross a street while hundreds of weapons flying at you.” and 
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the dialogue text in TL“ Lu cuma harus nyebrang sambil lewatan 
senjata..” represent the mechanic of the game explicitly. The 
sentences represent that the game of Nuru’s character is about 
crossing a weapon that flying at the characters. Contrastly, the 
dialogue text meaning is implicitly for a narrative structure which is 
a phrase “Crossy Agony” in SL and “Tangkis Salib” in the TL that 
indicate personality of Nuru’s characters for being religious. Rater I 
assesses that the localization level is partial because the localization 
only occurs in the dialogue text.  
Rater II assesses that the diegetic symbiosis is mnemonic 
because rater II steatment that all of the frames in the character 
description, pre-battle dialogue and post battle dialogue is 
synchronize well to help the player understand the plot of the video 
game. Rater II assesses the mechanic – narrative structure in both 
SL and TL is univocal, whereas both mechanic and narrative is 
metamorphosis. The mechanic meaning about the game found in the 
sentences “you’ll only have to cross a street while hundreds of 
weapons flying at you.” in SL and “Lu cuma harus nyebrang sambil 
ngelewatin semua senjata...” in TL.  Both sentences represent 
explicitly about the game will face by the Nuru’s characters. Rater 
II stated that the whole of the dialogue text also represent explicitly 
because the meaning written by text. While rater II assesses the 
localization level from SL into TL is partial because in the frame the 
localization process only occurred in the dialogue text.  
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Rater III assesses the diegetic symbiosis is Hegemonic (text) 
because the main point when player find the frame above is the 
dialogue text while the picture background is monotonous after the 
raters III as player follow the frame from datum in PRE/DIA/010. 
Rater III assesses that the mechanic narrative structure is cryptic, 
whereas the mechanic structure is metamorphosis and the narrative 
structure is anamorphosis. Rater III stated that a sentence “you’ll 
only have to cross a street while hundreds of weapons flying at you” 
represent mechanic of the game explicitly. Contrastly, the narrative 
structure of the dialogue is stated as implicitly because there is a 
term “crossy agony” in SL and “tangkis salib” in TL which may be 
confusing some player about what it means. Rater III assesses the 
localization level from SL into TL is partial because the localization 
occurs only in text dialogue. 
- PRE/DIA/014 
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 Diegetic 
Symbiosi
s 
Mech Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mnemoni
c 
Equivocal Partial Equivocal Mnemoni
c 
II Mnemoni
c 
Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemoni
c 
III Hegemon
ic (text) 
Enigmatic Partial Enigmatic Hegemoni
c (text) 
The frame is above is datum in PRE/DIA/014. The frame is 
about pre-battle dialogue of Nuru’s character. The two raters assess 
diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is mnemonic and a rater 
assesses it is hegemonic on the text. The three raters have a different 
assessment of mechanic narrative structure in the SL and TL; they 
are equivocal, univocal and enigmatic. Three raters agree that the 
localization level is partial.  
Rater I assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
in the frame above is mnemonic because all of the frame in this video 
game help a player to understand the plot of the game well from 
picture of background and dialogue text. While, Rater I assesses 
mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL in the frame above 
is equivocal. Rater I stated that the mechanic structure in the 
dialogue text is implicit because the dialogue text is just an 
expression in the dialogue. Similarly, the narrative structure for the 
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dialogue text in the frame is also equivocal because there is a term 
“sinful” in the sentences that has a meaning which indicate of Nuru’s 
character. As same as other assessments, Rater I assesses the 
localization level is partial because the localization occurs only on 
the dialogue text.  
Rater II assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL in 
the frame above is mnemonic because rater II stated that all of the 
frames in the character description, pre-battle dialogue and post 
battle dialogue is synchronize well to help the player understand the 
plot of the video game. Rater II assesses the mechanic – narrative 
structure in the SL and TL in the frame above is univocal whereas 
the both of mechanic and narrative is metamorphosis. Rater II stated 
that the dialogue text represents the mechanic of the game explicitly. 
While the narrative structure represent in the dialogue text explicitly 
because it is easy to understand the story by written text. Similarly 
with others assessment about localization level, Rater II assesses 
localization level is partial because the localization only occurs in 
the dialogue text.  
Rater III assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL in 
the frame above is hegemonic text. Rater III stated that the dialogue 
text will be the player’s main point when finding the frame because 
from the previous frame there’s no change in the picture 
background. Rater III assesses the mechanic – narrative structure is 
enigmatic. Rater III stated that the dialogue text is an expression that 
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synchronizes with the machine of the game implicitly but the 
relation with narrative structure is explicit. Rater III stated the player 
will know the meaning of an expression easily. The localization 
level value by rater III is partial because the localization only found 
in the dialogue text. 
- PRE/DIA/010 
   
 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mnemonic Univocal Partial Equivocal Mnemonic 
II Mnemonic Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemonic 
III Mnemonic Enigmatic Partial Equivocal Mnemonic 
The frame above is about a pre-battle dialogue of Nuru’s 
characters. From the table above it can be concluded that three raters 
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agree that diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is mnemonic. While 
a rater assesses mechanic – narrative structure in both SL and TL is 
univocal. On other hands, a rater assesses the mechanic structure is 
univocal and the narrative structure is equivocal and the last raters 
assesses the mechanic structure is enigmatic and the narrative 
structure is equivocal. Three raters agree that the localization level 
from SL into TL is partial. Thus, the researcher concluded that there 
is a shift in the mechanic – narrative structure.  
Rater I assesses diegetic strategy in both SL and TL in the 
frame above is mnemonic because all of the frames in this video 
game can help a player to understand the plot of the game well from 
a picture of background and dialogue text. Rater I assesses that the 
mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL is different, whereas 
the mechanic – narrative in SL is univocal and the mechanic – 
narrative in TL is equivocal. The mechanic – narrative in SL is 
univocal because the sentences in SL “do your final exam to legalize 
your status as a ninja” represent the mechanic of the game explicitly 
that the Nuru characters will do a final exam. The whole dialogue 
text also represents explicitly because the real meaning written by 
the dialogue text. While the mechanic – narrative structure in TL is 
equivocal. The mechanic structure in TL represents implicitly 
because there is no clue about mechanical of the game. The narrative 
structure in TL represents implicitly because of the sentences “Nuru, 
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buruan diresmikan status ninja lu!” which has an implicit meaning 
about do the final exam as soon as possible.  
Rater II assesses that diegetic strategy in the SL and TL in 
the frame above is mnemonic because rater II stated that all of the 
frames in the character description, pre-battle dialogue and post 
battle dialogue is synchronize well to help the player understand the 
plot of the video game. Rater II assesses the mechanic – narrative 
structure in both SL and TL is univocal. The mechanic structure in 
both SL and TL is metamorphosis because a phrase “do your final 
exam...” in SL and “buruan resmikan status ninja lu” in TL that 
represent the explicit meaning about the final exam related with 
ninja test will playing in the game. The narrative structure in both 
TL and SL also metamorphosis because the meaning itself written 
by the dialogue text. The localization assessed by rater II is partial 
because the localization process only occurred in the dialogue of the 
frame.  
Rater III assesses that diegetic strategy in the SL and TL in 
the frame above is mnemonic because the frame above is the first 
frame in pre-battle dialogue of Nuru’s character. Rater III stated that 
the first frame in pre-battle dialogue makes the player focus not only 
in the text but the picture also. Rater III stated that the dialogue text 
and the background picture synchronizes well. The mechanic – 
narrative structure valued by rater III in SL is enigmatic and in TL 
is equivocal. A phrase in the dialogue text in SL “do your final exam 
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to legalize your status as a ninja” has an implicit meaning about final 
exam of being ninja with “jump” as like in the game. It means that 
the mechanic structure in the dialogue text of SL represents 
implicitly. The narrative structure in SL represents explicitly from 
the whole of dialogue text. While, rater II stated that the dialogue 
text in TL “Nuru, buruan diresmikan status ninja lu!” not explain 
how to legalize the ninja status. It is mean mechanic structure 
represent implicitly because in the dialogue text not mention about 
the mechanic of game. The narrative structure in TL also implicitly 
by the dialogue text that not explain the spesific way to legalize the 
ninja status. Thus, the researcher concluded that there is a shift from 
the mechanic narrative structure in SL into equivocal in TL 
4. Post Battle Dialogue 
- POS/DIA/003 
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 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mnemonic Cryptic Partial Cryptic Mnemonic 
II Mnemonic Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemonic 
III Mnemonic Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemonic 
 
The frame above is datum in POS/DIA/003. The data is post 
- battle dialogue of Ririku character. Three raters agree that the 
diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is mnemonic. Two raters assess 
the mechanic narrative structure in the SL and TL is univocal and a 
rater assesses the mechanic – narrative is cryptic. While, two raters 
agree that the localization level from SL into TL is partial but a rater 
assess the localization level from SL into TL is hegemonic visual.  
Rater I assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
is mnemonic because rater I stated that all of the frames in this video 
game help a player easily to understand the plot of the game well 
from a picture of background and dialogue text.Rater I assessesthat 
the mechanic – narrative structure in both SL and TL is Cryptic. 
Rater I stated that mechanic structure is metamorphosis because the 
term in the SL and TL  “score”, “best” and the number of the score 
is a linguistic unit which represents explicitly about what the 
mechanic of the frame means about a victory of Ririku’s character. 
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Contrastly,Rater I assessesthat narrative structure in both SL and TL 
is anamorphic because the dialogue text represents the meaning 
implicitly that indicated of Master Hurt’s character of slengekan. 
While, the localization level assesses by the rater I is partial 
localization because the localization only occurs in the dialogue text.  
Rater II assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
is mnemonic because rater II stated that all of the frames in the 
character description, pre-battle dialogue and post battle dialogue is 
synchronize well to help the player understand the plot of the video 
game. The mechanic – narrative structure in both SL and TL is 
univocal means that both of mechanic – narrative structure in SL and 
TL is metamorphosis. Rater II assesses the mechanic structure in 
both SL and TL represent explicitly by the term “score”, “best” and 
the number of the score in the frame that indicates about a victory of 
Ririku’s character. The whole of dialogue text in both SL and TL is 
easy to understand.  
Rater III assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is 
hegemonic (visual). Rater III stated that the picture background and 
text dialogue did not synchronize well to help a player understand 
what the frame means, the picture background with the term “score”, 
“best” and the number of score and the dialogue text in the frame 
have a different message. The term “score”, “best” and the score 
number are a part of the picture background that helps the player to 
understand the purpose of the scene well than the dialogue text itself. 
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The mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL assesses by 
rater III is univocal.  Rater III stated that the term “score”, “best” 
and score’s number in the background picture in SL and TL 
represent the meaning explicitly about mechanic of the frame that 
means Ririku’s victory. The narrative structure in SL and TL 
represent explicitly about the fact of Master Hurt. The localization 
level from SL into TL value by rater III is partial because the 
localization occurs only on the dialogue text.  
- POS/DIA/009 
   
 Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Loc. 
Level 
Mech 
Narra 
Structure 
Diegetic 
Symbiosis 
I Mnemonic Cryptic Partial Cryptic Mnemonic 
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II Mnemonic Univocal Partial Univocal Mnemonic 
III Mnemonic Univocal Partial Cryptic Mnemonic 
 
The frame above is datum in POS/DIA/009. The frame is 
post-battle dialogue of Nuru’s character. Three raters agree that the 
diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is mnemonic. The mechanic 
structure in the SL and TL has a different assessment by three raters; 
cryptic – cryptic, univocal – univocal, univocal – cryptic. While 
three raters agree that the localization level from SL into TL is 
partial.  
Rater I assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is 
mnemonic because all of the frames in this video game help a player 
to understand the plot of the game well from a picture of the 
background and dialogue text. Rater I assesses the mechanic 
structure in the SL and TL is cryptic. Rater I stated that the term 
“score”, “best”, and number of score in SL or TL represents 
explicitly about Nuru’s fail as a mechanic structure in the frame. 
Contrastly, the narrative structure from the dialogue text in both SL 
and TL represent implicitly meaning which indicates Nuru’s 
character for being religious. Rater I assesses that the localization 
level is partial because the localization only occurs in the dialogue 
text.  
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Rater II assesses that the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL 
is mnemonic because all of the frames in the character description, 
pre-battle dialogue and post battle dialogue is synchronize well to 
help the player understand the plot of the video game. Rater II stated 
the picture background synchronize well with the dialogue text 
about victory or failure. Similarly with the reason, the mechanic – 
narrative structure is valued by rater II as univocal. It because the 
picture background in the frame explain about victory or fail 
explicitly by the score number which also unit linguistic. The whole 
of dialogue text represents the meaning as narrative structure 
explicitly. While, rater II assesses the localization level is partial 
because the localization only occurs in the dialogue text. 
Rater III assesses the diegetic symbiosis in the SL and TL is 
mnemonic. Rater III stated that the picture background with the term 
“score”, “best” and score’s number and text dialogue synchronize 
well helps a player also to understand what the plot of the frame 
means. The mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL assesses 
by rater III has a different assessment. Mechanic – narrative 
structure in SL is univocal and mechanic – narrative structure in TL 
is cryptic. The mechanic and narrative structure in the SL is 
metamorphosis because the term “score”, “best” and score’s number 
represent the means of the frame explicitly about a fail. The whole 
text dialogue also represents the meaning explicitly about Nuru’s 
fail. Contrastly, the mechanic and narrative in TL is metamorphosis 
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– anamorphosis. The terms “score”, “best” and score’s number 
represent the means of the frame explicitly about a fail. The text 
dialogue which is a result of localization is anamorphosis because 
the sentences “...ini pertanda testnya tidak diridhoi Tuhan.” has an 
implicit meaning that the test is failed. Thus, there is a shift in the 
mechanic – narrative structure in the SL and TL; univocal and 
cryptic. The localization level is partial.  
B. Discussion  
In this part the researcher present the discussion of the research. The 
discussion here to answer the problem steatment based on the result finding.  
1. Diagetic Strategy used in Sastratsuki’s subtitle.  
Generally, to face spatialization problem in the video game based on 
Purnomo (2017)  are using diegetic and non-diegetic strategy. Diegetic 
deals    with textual element in the video game and non-diegetic is 
mechanic strategy deals with visualitation in the video game. In the case 
of the research, the assest in the sastratsuki video game that mostly 
localized are profile text and dialogue text. The picture, animation even 
background in the video game are no localized because of some reason. 
Therefore, the research only focus on diegetic strategy in the video game 
subtitling. 
Diegetic strategy focus in word efficiency to deliver meaning in a 
video game between the challenge. The challenge means is limited spatial 
in translating video game text. The localizer has to translate the dialogue 
in SL by maintaining the number of characters in SL into TL. To answer 
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the first problem and the goal of the research, the research analyzes the 
diegetic strategy in video game subtitle of Sastratsuki based on Purnomo 
(2017). The data related with the first problem is about utterances and 
sentences in video game subtitle. Below the table of diegetic strategy data 
percentage found in Sastratsuki’s subtitle of 224 data.  
 
Calculation of Diegetic Strategies Result  
No. Diegetic Strategy Percentage 
1 Condensation 37,5 % 
2 Omission 16,875 % 
3 Retention 15 % 
4 Mediation 12,5 % 
5 Symbolization 10,625 % 
6 Abreviation 5 % 
7 Violation  2,5 % 
 
The researcher found 60 data (26%) of condensation,  27 data 
(16,875%)  of omission, 24 data (15%) of retention, 20 data (12,5%) of 
mediation, 17 data (10,625%) of symbolization, 8 data (5%) of 
abreviation, and 4 data (2,5%) of violation Interestingly, the researcher 
also found 4 data (1,7%) which indicate as unidentified what technique or 
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strategy name for that data. In addition, researcher found that the most 
dominant diegetic strategy in the data is condensation.  
Condensation strategy is the way localizer only translate the 
important meaning from SL into TL. The localizer acknowledge that 
condensed the meaning from SL into TL known as condensation is 
appropriate to deal with the limit space and character challenge in 
subtitling video game. Condensation often occured in subtitling strategy 
because subtitler will deal with limited space and constraint time in 
subtitling. Similarly, Gotlieb in (1992:166) stated that condensation 
strategy is the shortening of the text in the least obtrusive way possible 
seems to be the typical strategy used in translation of subtitles. It can 
conclude that the mark that the data using condensation strategy is about 
the compaction sentences that appear in TL text. Morover, in the case of 
data of this research some of the data which have double or triple diegetic 
strategy certainly have condensation as one of the strategy to translating 
subtitle text. Here the following example about data with condensation 
strategy. 
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- NAR/DES/UMI/02 
     
SL : Why should we discuss her fashion taste?! 
TL : Kok malah bahas kostumnya?! 
The picture above is datum in NAR/DES/UMI/02. The 
researcher found the condensation from the way the localizer translated 
“her fashion taste” into “kostumnya”. The phrase “her fashion taste” has 
a literal meaning is “selera pakaiannya” but the localizer tried to maintan 
the number of character by using “kostumnya” which has less 
characters. 
- NAR/STO/RIR/PRO//Hur/08 
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SL : Good jump will make good points! Be careful with anything stuck 
on the wall 
TL : Lompat lu bagus, poin lu juga bagus! Hati-hati, ada jebakannya.  
The picture above is datum in NAR/STO/RIR/PRO//Hur/08. 
The researcher found the condensation from the way the localizer 
translated “be careful with anything stuck on the wall” into “hati-hati, 
ada jebakannya.”. The phrase “be careful with anything stuck on the 
wall” has a literal meaning as “hati -hati dengan segala sesuatu yang 
menempel di tembok” but in the fact, the localizer condensed it into 
“Hati-hati, ada jebakannya!” 
- NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/Hur/03 
  
SL : It’s me, Master Hurt!  Get yourself ready to face the final test to 
become a full pledged ninja! 
TL : Gue, Master Hurt! Buruan siap-siap UAN biar bisa jadi ninja sejati! 
The picture above is datum in NAR/STO/PUR/PRO/Hur/03. In 
this data there are 3 diegetic strategies are abbreviation, condensation, 
and retention. The abbreviation here found in the phrase “the final test” 
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which translated as “UAN”. A phrase “the final test” has a literal 
meaning is “ujian akhir” but to maintain the number of character the 
localizer translated into “UAS” that just needed 3 character than in SL 
or literal meaning. It translated as UAN also with the consideration that 
indonesian player knows the meaning of it. The retention in the data 
above found in the a phrase “Master Hurt” which translated in TL also 
as “Master Hurt” as same as the other data which the proper name from 
SL into TL is borrowing.  Lastly, the condensation as dominant strategy 
also found here. A phrase “full pledged ninja” has a literal meaning 
“ninja yang menjajikan” but the localizer condensed the meaning into 
TL as “ninja sejati”. All of diegetic here excuted to maintain the number 
of character from SL into TL. The other reason is to make it simple and 
sound natural.  
In the case of they type of Sastratuski video game which is 
Sastratuski is a casual game. A casual game closely about a simple game 
and the game play is not difficult as hardcore game. Basically, the target 
player of casual game are for everyone in the age and the gameplay no 
need special skill, therefore the most of subtitle text are explicit. The 
explicity in the subtitle text is easy to understand by the player of the 
games which possibly is a kids or children. The explicity here closely 
related with condensation strategies which only translated the important 
meaning or condense the message of the subtitle text. Moreover the way 
condensation starategy translated the subtitle maintain the simplicity of 
the video game   
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2. Localization Quality Assessment 
After scoring the diegetic strategies, the researcher do analyze of 
localization quality of Sastratsuki video game based on rater’s 
assessment about localization quality of Sastratsuki. The consideration 
of assessment divided into diegetic symbiosis, mechanic – narrative 
structure and localization level. Here the discussion related with 3 
element of those by found the dominant in each consideration.  
Before discuss deeper about three consideration of localization 
quality assessment. The researcher point out Satratsuki is a casual game 
which has simple gameplay. A term “casual” describe that the game is 
simple and playing for fun. In the fact, casual game is a game play for 
kill the time and playable for everyone. A casual game play for kill the 
time means that it usually play for spend free or bored time. The casual 
game unlike a hardcore games, because the casual game have simple 
rules, low level of difficulty and most of the text contained in the game 
is explictly. Therefore, the game playable by everyone. Casual games 
usually do not require a long time to reach the final stage of the game. 
This type of game will effect to the dominat found in the assessment.  
Diegetic symbiosis is the relationship between text, visual and their 
realization in play the game. Diegetic symbiosis divided into mnemonic 
which  is the text and its visualization are related/synchrounous, 
hegemonic text which is the text is preference in order to make player 
easier to understand, and hegemonic visual which is visual is preference 
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in order to make player easier to understand. The table below is the result 
of diegetic symbolism assessment by three raters. 
Diegetic Symbiosis 
 
 Original Game  Localized Game  
 Mne
monic 
Hegemo
nic Text 
Hegem
onic 
Visual 
Mne
monic  
Hegemo
nic Text 
Hegem
onic 
Visual 
 
Rater 
I 
69 -   69 -   
Rater 
II 
53 16  53 16  
Rater 
III 
35 33 1 36 32 1 
 
The dominant diegetic symbiosis from three raters are mnemonic 
because most of the frame have a narration and visual which related well 
to help player understand with the story. The dominant diegetic 
symbiosis in Sastratsuki is mnemonic both in original and localized 
game. Mnemonic is a situation which the picture & the dialogue text 
related well to help the player understand the video game.  
In the case of the type of Sastratsuki video game as casual game 
effect to the dominant result of the 3 consideration of localization quality 
assessment. A casual game has simple game play and rule which  mostly 
the text string is explicit because the player is everyone. Therefore, the 
dominant in diegetic symbiosis is mnemonic because to maintain the 
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simplicity in the video game. Mnemonic as diegetic symbiosis also 
appropriate with the casual game which has low level of difficulty 
therefore between the picture and the text string related each others.  
Narrative mechanical structure is about message delivering 
structure with influence ideology in the video game. The message such 
as story, instruction, or clue. The ideology divided into anamorfosis 
which  (implicit) and metamorfosis (explicit). The narrative structure 
here is how the text string related with the background of the story 
implictly or explictly. The mechanic structure here is how the text tring 
related with the mechanic of the game implictly or explictly. Narrative – 
mechanical structure divided into univocal, cryptic, enigmatic and 
equivalence. The table below is the assessment result by three raters.  
Narrative – Mechanical Structure 
 Original Game Localized Game 
UNIV CRY
P 
ENIG
M 
EQ
UIV 
UNIV CR
YP 
ENIG
M 
EQ
UI
V 
 I 16 17 21 -  13 16 19 17 
II 54 -  15 -  52 - 17 -  
III 33 3 28 5 30 3 28 6 
 
The dominant narrative mechanic structure from rater I is 
Cryptic into Enigmatic ( SL – TL ). The dominant narrative mechanic 
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structure from rater II is Univocal into Univocal ( SL – TL ). The 
dominant narrative mechanic structure from rater III is Univocal into 
Univocal ( SL–TL ). Thus, the researcher conclude that the dominant of 
narrative mechanical structure is univocal in both original and localized 
video game.  
Scoring of narrative mechanic structure observed by how 
linguistic element (text string) explain the narrative or mechanic structure 
implictly or explicitly in both of original and localized game. Assessing 
the narrative – mechanical  structure is not simple as assessing the 
diegietic symbiosis. The raters do not only watch and compare but also 
understand the video game narraitively and mechanically. In the case of 
the scoring result by three raters the dominant narrative mechanic 
structure is univocal which is the text string is related explicitly with the 
mechanic and narrative structure of the game.  
In the case of the type of Sastratsuki video game as casual game 
it effect on the dominant result of the 3 consideration of localization 
quality assessment. The narrative mechanical structure dominated with 
univocal in the Sastratsuki both in original and localized game. Univocal 
is the situation which both of narrative and mechanical are explicit. 
Explicity is a thing which related in a casual game because the game 
usually playing for fun unlike the hardcore game which the text string 
mostly is implicit. 
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Basically, the localization level divided into full, partial and nir. 
Full localization is game localized full in textual, voice and visual. Partial 
localization is a game localized only on textual. Nir localization is game 
adaptation same as the original game. The raters assess the localization 
level only by compare the original game and localized game.  
 Localization Level  
 
 Full Partial Nir 
Rater I - 68 
 
1 
Rater II - 68 
 
1 
Rater III - 68 
 
1 
 
In the case of the assessment result by three raters found that the 
dominant localization is partial localization. The partial localization 
found in the Sastratsuki because the localization mostly occured in the 
dialogue text (text string).  
In the case of Sastratsuki as casual game with the simple gameplay 
contains are simple picture, animation and text dialogue which easy to 
understand by player and also low budget.  In the fact, the text string in 
Sastratsuki mostly are explicit. To maintain the type of game as casual 
game the localization only occured in the text to avoid asynchronous 
between the localized text string with the picture.  
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In the case of localization quality score by 3 raters found the result 
of the assesment table of localization quality that rater 1 got the 
localization score of all data is 2,7; rater 2 got the localization score of 
all data 2,8; and rater 3 got the localization score of all data is 2, 7. The 
total score of localization quality for Sastratsuki is 2,7. The number of 
total score shows that the quality of Sastratsuki localization is good. The 
localization quality indicate as good because the localization is easy to 
understand and able to represent the message of the game well. Indeed, 
the localization version mostly maintain the type of mechanic narrative 
structure well that makes the gameplay in localization version feels 
natural even the localization level is partial.  
Then, the researcher make the tabel below about the relationship 
between the diegetic strategy and localization quality. 
 
 
TAXONOMY ANALYSIS  
Localizati
on 
Quality 
DIEGETIC STRATEGIES 
AB
RV 
COND
. 
OMI SIMB. RET
EN 
MED
. 
VIOL
. 
Good 1 16 7 1 7 6 3 
Average -  3 3 7 -  -  -  
Bad  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
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72 data of localization quality, the researcher found only 54 data 
using diegetic strategy and 18 data data using non diegetic strategy. 
Interestingly, the dominant data is data with good localization level and 
using condensation strategy. The dominant result related with the fact 
that mostly localization occured in the text subtitle. Moreover, the 
dominat strategy in the text subtitle is condensation, it implied that 
condensation is well strategy not only for maintain the number of 
character from SL into TL but also to represent the meaning well related 
with mechanic – narrative structure in video game. 
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CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter consist of two parts. The first part is conclusion which gained 
through the analysis and discussion as the answer of the problem steatment in the 
previous chapter. Second is suggestion from the researcher to the reader.  
A. Conclusion  
Translating subtitle text of video game challenge is not only about 
the way to represent the meaning but also how deals with the limited space 
or character in subtitle text. Basically, the localizer in video game needs to 
considering the number of characters because some reasons such as the size 
of subtitle box, the space of subtitle box, and the size file of the video game. 
In the case of the research, the  researcher only analyzes the diegetic strategy 
because it is interesting to analyze despite the fact that the developer of the 
video game facilitate more space to translate the subtitle without worrying 
about the limited character and box space. Indeed, the localizer is constant 
to the goal to make the subtitle sounds natural and simple in target text 
therefore the localizer tried to maintain the number of character of certain 
data with the consideration that the message and meaning represent well.  
Diegetic deals with textual element in the video game. Diegetic 
strategy focus in word efficiency to deliver meaning in a video game 
between the challenge. The localizer has to translate the dialogue in SL by 
maintaining the number of characters in SL into TL. Based on that situation 
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and progress of localizing the dialogue text, the diegetic strategy help as a 
solution to reach the goal even there are some data that can not maintain the 
number of character because some reason.  In this research there are 7 
diegetic strategy found to represent the dialogue text message into the target 
text. The diegetic strategies are condensation, retention, abbreviation, 
omission, mediation, simbolism, and violation. There are 224 data of 
subtitle text in Sastratsuki Video Game consisting 160 data of diegetic 
strategy, 60 data of  non – diegetic strategy, and 4 unidentified data. 
In the case of they type of Sastratuski video game which is 
Sastratuski is a casual game. A casual game closely about a simple game 
which the target player are for everyone in the age and the gameplay no 
need special skill, therefore the most of subtitle text dialogue must to be 
more explicit than in the original dialogue text. The most dominated diegetic 
strategy here is condensation with 60 from 160 data. The localizer 
intentionally translate the subtitle text with condensed the meaning from SL 
into TL to make it sounds natural and simple in the target language for video 
game dialogue. The explicity here closely related with condensation 
strategies which only translated the important meaning or condense the 
message of the subtitle text. Moreover the way condensation starategy 
translated the subtitle maintain the simplicity of the video game. 
The localization quality assesment for this research divided into 
diegetic symbiosis, narrative mechanical structure and localization level. 
The dominant diegetic symbiosis for Sastratsuki localization is mnemonic 
even in both original and localized game because most of the frame have a 
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narration and visual which related well to help player understand with the 
story. The dominant of narrative mechanical structure is univocal in both 
original and localized video game. the dominant localization is partial 
localization because the localization mostly occured in the dialogue text 
(text string).  
The localization quality assessment scored by 3 raters. Rater 1 got 
the localization score of all data is 2,7; rater 2 got the localization score of 
all data 2,8; and rater 3 got the localization score of all data is 2, 7. The total 
score of localization quality for Sastratsuki is 2,7. The number of total score 
shows that the quality of Sastratsuki localization is good. The localization 
quality indicate as good because the localization is easy to understand and 
able to represent the message of the game well. Indeed, the localization 
version mostly maintain the type of mechanic narrative structure well that 
makes the gameplay in localization version feels natural even the 
localization level is partial. 
From the result about the relationship between localization quality 
and diegetic strategy show that there are 16 data with good quality level 
using condensation strategy for subtitle text which affect the score of 
mechanic - structure in localization quality assessment. The dominant result 
related with the fact that mostly localization occured in the text subtitle. 
Moreover, the dominat strategy in the text subtitle is condensation, it 
implied that condensation is well strategy not only for maintain the number 
of character from SL into TL but also to represent the meaning well related 
with mechanic – narrative structure in video game. 
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B. Suggestion  
The researcher gives some suggestion as follows :  
1. For the localizer of video game :  
The researcher hopes this research become reference and 
guidance for other localizer. In the fact that the research about 
localization is rare, this research might be used a consideration for 
the next research related with this study. Furthermore, the 
researcher hopes and recommend to the other researcher for doing 
research better and developing this study into careful research.  
2. For the student of English Letters Department :  
This research suggested to student of English Departement 
of translation concetration who are interested in similar researches 
to discuss about localization and video game. The researcher hopes 
by studying localization, it will help student to increase their 
knowledge about localization.  
3. For other researches :  
The research focuses on diegetic strategy and localization 
quality assessment in Sastratsuki video game. In the fact, there are 
many aspect about localization that can be analyzed by another 
researcher. Therefore, the researcher expects that this research can 
be helpful for the next research or  project to develop another side 
of translation and localization. 
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